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From the Editors ...
This 1998 edition of TRI News highlights
another group of Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies (FES) interns who spent last summer conducting research throughout the world.
In this issue, we have organized their stories
around tlu'ee major themes: Protected Areas lJ1allagement, ForestlJ', and Social Ecology. Featured
countries include Tanzania, Madagascar, and Ghana;
Peru, Costa Rica, Mexico, and Venezuela; Nepal,
China, and Ecuador.
In addition, we follow up on the Yale FES
AJiican Natmal Resomces Group (ANRG), which successfully hosted the Sangha River Conference here at
Yale last fall. ANRG continues to support FES students with interests in Africa, an effort bolstered by
the recent arrival at Yale oftheAfrican Wildlife News
Service which publishes the African Wildlife Update.
Finally, this issue reports on a international pesticide
conference held in Cuba this year.

The 1997-98 TRI NeJj!s team outside FES's Sage Hall, from left to right:
Sally Atkins, Radikha Wijetunge, and James Shambaugh.

Also, with the help of Radhika Wijetunge (TRI News designer), TRI News has gone cyber for the first time, and can be
accessed in its entirety at our website (www.yale.edu/tri). Another first, again with Radhika's help, is the addition of a world map
showing where this year's authors (and upcoming TRI interns) conducted their research.
This journal represents the culmination of eight months of effort, a long but rewarding process. We want to thank the authors
for their dedication, cooperation, and patience with us. Lastly, we would like to thank Jim Bryan, who gave us guidance and support
through it all.
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A Message from the TRI Program Director
Throughout its history the Tropical Resources Institute has made efforts to bring Yale students together, in their education
and their research, with students, managers, educators, and a great variety of residents of the rural tropics, for studies of natural
resources and resource management. We have made attempts, not always successful, to communicate the results of these studies with
the many people involved. Since our beginning, we have tried to consider both social and biophysical aspects of the environment in
our studies, and to engage our collaborators in these multi-faceted considerations. The combination of academics with practical
problem-solving and management has always been a goal of the TRI program. To me, the work reported in this edition of the TRI
News provides impressive examples of collaborative efforts in practical environmental research worldwide.
As we approach the end of the 20th centmy, and incidentally, the end of Yale's own first century of work in tropical foresuy,
we are faced with many ofthe same challenges that led to international work in foresuy in the early decades ofthe centulY; in many
respects, the challenges have intensified. The challenges to u'opical environments now extend far beyond the forests, and include the
most important problems we face: limits and overexploitation of resources; new, diverse, and abtmdant wastes; rapid urbanization; the
loss of habitat; the loss of genetic resources; and the loss of many environmental buffers. This edition of TRI News represents some
of our expansion in these research directions.
We now need to improve several of the combinations that have been our specialties: students now entering our program
know they will need to surpass present capabilities in combining biophysical insights with social understanding. Human-dominated
landscapes will need to be more fhlly accepted as valid subjects of ecological study. The rural-urban intelfaces need attention for their
social, economic, and biological importance. The interactions of pmticipation, education, and environment need more careful attention. Several of the studies reported here attempt to advance such combinations. Om' present goal in TRI, as we continue om work in
enviromnental research and training, is to make our advances cooperatively: we hope to improve om conununication and collaboration with our many and diverse co-workers -- past, present, and future -- in the many regions where we work.

James A. Bryan, Ph.D.
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Community-Based Natural Resource By-Laws: Working
Collaboratively for Sustainable Land Use in Tanzania
By Ben Gardner
Candidate for Master of Environmental Studies
It is necess(flJl jar any person or company 'wishing to
use village lands OJ' exploit natural resources to meet with the
village govel'l1ment and the Environment and Natural Resources
Committee before they can)' out any activities. A contractual
agreement IIIUSt be aJ'ranged vvith the village and it lIIay not exceedfive years in length. In this specified Wildlife Management
Area it is illegal to c{/I'l)' out any activity other than touJ'ism,
hunting and livestock herding.
Village By-Law, Loliondo, Tanzania. 1997.

Maasai collaborators, village committee members, and district
officials in the four project communities. The team also consisted ofMaanda Ngoitiko, a Maasai woman working in conmlUnity development, and Daniel Olengoitiko, a Maasai man working in livestock extension and husbandry. Both Tanzanian collaborators were f1'om the local area, but not specifically fi-om the
project villages.

Site Description
The project took place in the Simanjiro and Loliondo
districts of northern Tanzania.
Introdnction
Both districts contain some of the
In northern Tanzania,
richest
and most spectacular wildvillage land claim discrepanlife
habitat
in East Africa, includcies between Maasai commuing the wet season dispersal zone
nities and the national governfor animals from Tarangire Nament have led to pOOl' managetional Park in Simanjiro, and the
ment decisions and to the abprimary
corridor
between
sence of a 'responsible' party
Ngorongoro Conservation Area
to oversee the use oflocal natuand Serengeti National Park in
ral resources (Neumann 1992).
Loliondo. The unique bio-diverThis situation, and its resulting
sity in these districts is unparalenvironmental degradation and
leled among "non-protected" arsocial marginalization, has
eas in Africa. Although the main
necessitated a policy change.
towns in each district are etlmiOne of the alternatives is closer
cally diverse, the rural areas are
collaborative management beprimarily inhabited by Maasai
tween the Tanzanian governagro-pastoralists, who practice
ment and local communities
small-holder mixed agriculture
concerned with natural re- Figure 1: The DOl'oho Fund team meets with sub-village members
and raise livestock. The four
source rights on village lands. in Empol'eet, Simanjiro.
project villages are Emporeet in
The project described in this
Simanjiro District, and in Loliondo District: Magaiduru-Olorien,
article addresses this institutional change by facilitating an offi- Oloipiri, and Maaloney-Loosoito.
cial understanding between these parties, and by delegating responsibility for the long-term stewardship and use of natural re- Background
sources (Wiley 1995). This change is occmring as Tanzanian Maasai Traditions
government authorities are beginning to recognize the advantagMaasai pastoralists first came to control the plains of
es of irlcreased commlUlity participation in sustainable resource northern Tanzania approximately three hlUldred years ago. Livuse and rural development.
ing in a predominately non-arable and marginal landscape, the
The Dorobo F1Uld for Tanzania (Dorobo F1Uld)! is work- Maasai depended almost exclusively on products provided to
ing with four Maasai communities and state authorities to draft them by their livestock, which were grazed rotationally. Alvillage by-laws concerning rights over, and responsibilities to- though the landscape was semi-arid with variable precipitation,
ward, natural resources. The project's objective is to achieve a the Maasai found and claimed relatively fertile rangelands
mutually beneficial agreement regarding land use through new which had good herbaceous and woody cover, seasonal and perlegislation and collaborative management (Peterson et al. 1995). manent water sources, and fewer diseases affecting either huSpecifically, it aims to help address the local cOlmmmities' am- mans or livestock compared to other rangelands (Kjekshus
biguous status which results f1'om the poorly defined property rights 1977).
in the village land title deeds.
Maasai resource management systems allowed disparI was a member ofthe Dorobo Fund team, which spent ate groups of Maasai to utilize resources over a large area. The
three months conducting research and drafting by-laws with
variable seasonal conditions often rendered certain areas useless
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for specific periods and necessitated access to alternate, usually
distant, rangelands (Homewood and Rodgers 1991). While success with resource management varied, these systems provided
Maasai commwlities with access to a broad natural resource base
and barring stochastic ecological disturbances, the maintenance
of herds large enough to support their families.
Throughout their tenure in nOlihern Tanzania, Maasai
population and range has fluctuated due to a variety of factors,
but primarily fi-om drought, disease, and waIfare. Under both colonial and independent Tanzanian governments, the Maasai lost
access to a significant amowlt of their land and natural resources. Large tracts of land were expropriated for national parks,
while smaller tracts were convelied to large-scale agriculture
(Anderson and Grove 1987). With a significantly reduced land
base, and external interests competing for the use of available
natural resources, the traditional Maasai management system
was effectively supplanted by the mid-1900s. An ad-hoc system
has prevailed since then, with communities exerting their rights
only occasionally.

COlltempormy Situatioll
Over the past decade, tensions concerning both the use
of natural resources on Maasai village land and the rights to revenues generated by their use have risen significantly. Although
Maasai villages have official land title deeds which give them authority over activities on their land, Maasai rights to the natural
resources on that land are often superseded by the state. 2
The state's exclusion of communities from decision
making over land use practices on village lands has led to largescale land sales, and leases to private companies and individuals.
Consequently, this practice has reduced the rangelands and water
resources available to local people. Some of these private interests carry out large-scale agricultural activities, often on the most
productive lands. The loss of this pastoral resource increases
pressure on the fi-agile rangelands that provide the primary food
source for both livestock and wildlife populations (Spear and
Waller 1993)_
The area's CWTent resource paradigm caunot be attributed solely to the tense relations between individual communities
and state authorities. Many Maasai village leaders have negotiated illicit agreements between themselves and land buyers, personally profiting at the expense of the cOlmnwlity. Although
commwlity leaders often do not represent the c0111lnwlity as a
whole, their actions are seen by the govenmlent and others as
being representative_
Over the past ten years, several effolis have tried to address the inequitable and environmentally destructive relationship
between Maasai conmmnities and the state. Between 1986 and
1996, the Maasai villages of Simanjiro and Loliondo districts
obtained official land title deeds, demarcating boundaries that
fell within the authority of a local elected village government.
With these documents, several village headmen negotiated contracts with the private sector to generate revenue on village lands_
Many of these contracts were concessions for tourism or hunting,
activities that are compatible with the area's primarily pastoral
economy. Some of these agreements, however, involved largescale farms or ranches that excluded local access and limited the
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available rangeland and water sources. Community members have
increasingly contested these 'land sales'. By interpreting village
leader activities as being irresponsible and ignorant, the government fiJrther justifies its control and management of village laIld_
Methods
To address competing local, regional, and national
interests in village resources, the four project villages each
established representative cOlmllittees called the Environment and
Natural Resources Committee. They were responsible for drafting
natural resource by-laws and devising str-ategies for their implementation. The Dorobo Flmd team worked with these cOlmnittees
on their expectations and lmderstanding of the project. Together
with cOlmnittee representatives, we then interviewed commlmity
members throughout each sub-village (ldtongoji - a cluster of
homesteads within a village). Members from the district
government authorities later j oined the team_ Together, the team
drafted by-laws that were acceptable to all parties and led to a
clearer understanding of natural resource and land rights. By
working closely with sub-village representatives, who are often
excluded fi-om village political decisions, the project was able to
increase participation and accOlmtability. This method allowed
direct engagement with 15-20% of the cOlmnunity members.
Drafts of by-laws were circulated to each sub-village representative
to be reviewed by his or her constituency.
Results and Discussion
Many community members were not aware of their right
to prevent elected village officials fi-om negotiating on their behalf.
As the Maasai system of pastoralism depends on communal land
with sparse resources utilized over a large aI-ea, one of the most
problematic scenarios, according to village members, is the division ofland into private parcels by village leaders. This division of
land with neither clear use agreements, nor the participation of all
community members, represents one of the largest threats to the
Maasai land maI1agement system.
To address tllis problem, paIiicipatOlY conununity-based
natural resource by-laws were created that nationally recognize
local rights to resources. They also provide tile basis for a cleaI-er
understanding between commlmities and tile state by providing a
comprehensive land management and zoning plan, and outlining
appropriate uses of various land areas held under village title
deeds. Drafted by-laws include restr-ictions and linlitations on:
land sales or traIlsfers; the appropriate size of agricultural development; umnigration; water use for humans and livestock; charcoal
burn-ing; use of tr-ees aIld non-timber forest products; hunting;
towism; and, leadership roles and responsibilities. This restrl1CturUlg of resource tenure forms a fOlmdation for village authority as
it concerns local land use decision making.
Beyond the natural resource management component,
the project aims to help the conununities address fiscal responsibility, as the mismanagement offimds is a significant impediment
to the program's success. The project's str-ategy includes engaging
women's groups and sub-village leaders for wider participation in
fiscal decision maldng and community monitoring ofthe project.
Also, the fees and taxes paid by villages to District Councils and
other state agencies must be reasonable for all parties.
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constmctive solutions to complex issues. Finally, I could not
Conclusions
The overall goal of achieving collaborative management have carried out this project without the ovelwhelming and funis a long-term endeavor. Current indicators, however, are quite spirited support of Dave, Thad, and Mike Peterson: Directors of
promising. The by-laws are being finalized and will soon be put the Dorobo FWld for Tanzania. The Dorobo Fund, and grants
forward for approval by village assemblies and District Councils. from the Tropical Resomces Institute and the Coca-Cola World
Each village has drafted a comprehensive plan outlining land use Fund at Yale supported my research. Their support is gratefully
zoning, regulations concerning natmal reSOlU'ce use, and penalties acknowledged.
for improper activities or behavior. Recent legislation outlined by
the country's Wildlife Department will allow C01ll111Wlities to References
demarcate specific areas for the protection of wildlife habitat,
within which revenues generated will go directly to the village. Anderson, D. and R. Grove. 1987. Conservation in Aji'ica: People,
FlU'thermore, it states that such an area must fall within a broader Policies and Practice. Canlbridge University Press: Cambridge,
plan outlining reSOlU'ce use behavior and land use zoning. The fOlli' Massachusetts.
villages involved in the project are the first to utilize the new law, Homewood, K.M. and w.A. Rodgers. 1991. Maasailand Ecoland will serve as models for other villages to adopt similar strategies.
ogy: Pastora/ist Development
The
Dorobo
and Wildl!fe Conservation in
Fund is committed to
Ngol'Ongol'O, Tanzania. Camworking with local COl11bridge University Press: Cammwuties and government
bridge, Massachusetts.
officials, as it recoglllzes
Kjekshus, H. 1977. Ecology
that the drafting of new
Control and Economic Devellegislation is only the beopment
in East Aji'ican Histogimung and the implemenJ)):
The
Case Study of
tation phase will determine
Tanganyika
1850-1950. Unithe project's success or failversity
of
California
Press:
me. While enforcement
Berkeley,
California.
and implementation of the
by-laws will be a joint efNel1l11al1l1, R. 1992. Political
fort by the commUluty and
Ecology of Wildlife Conservathe government, the main
tion in the Mt. Mem Area of
responsibility will rest with
Northeast Tanzalua. Land DegFigure 2: Maanda Ngoitiko (center) with women from the Magaidurs-Olorien mdation and Rehabilitation
the villages.
The strongest Environment and Nature Resources Committee.
3:85-98.
lessons learned fi'om the
Oloipiri Village. 1997. Natural Resomce Village By-Laws (Draft).
process concern the overall fi'amework alld collaborative approach
between commwuties and government officials. This approach Peterson, T., M. Peterson and D. Peterson. 1995. Village Based
aims to increase an wlderstanding of their respective roles and Management ofCharcoal Resource in Simanjil'O District: Methods
responsibilities concerning natural reSOlU'ce use and manage- and Experiences ji'Om Namalulu and Lande/wi Villages. SIDA,
ment. A legal document conceived at the village level and com- Tanzania.
bined with broader c0111l11Unity participation, will provide com- Speal', T and R. Waller. 1993. Being Maasai: Ethnicity and Identi111lmities with more authority. It will also provide safeguards to ty in East Aji'ica. Mkuki na Nyota Publishers: Dar es Salaam, Tanhelp revitalize and strengthen resource management systems.
zama.
The project has received attention from local, national,
and international organizations for its approach and methodolo- Wiley, L. 1995. T7le Emergence of Joint Forest Management in
gies, and appears well suited to the Tanzanian government's shift Tanzania: Villager and Government. T7le Case of Mgori FOJ¥:st,
toward community-based natural resource planning and manage- Singida Region. SIDA, Tal1Zalua,
ment. Although much work remains to be done, and many obstaI The Doroho Fund is a Tanzanian not-for-profit organization founded in 1997. Its
cles to be overcome, this case study provides invaluable lessons mission is to " ... support a facilitative process of institntion bnilding at the comfor c01ll111l1l1ity-based planning and management in East Afi'ica.
munity level, leading to local empowerment and active management of the total
Acknowledgments
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and project village community members for forging this unique
palinership and allowing The Dorobo Flll1d tealll to participate in
the process. I also extend heartfelt thanks to my collaborators,
Maallda and Daniel, for their enthusiasm and sincere desire to find
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available resource base. The participation of women is critical for the success of
this process." Mission Statement, 1997.
2 In several cases, the government has claimed natnral resources for national interests, including gemstone mining concessions and exclusive-use contracts with
hunting companies, which have no direct arrangements with villages.
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Integrating Conservation and Development in Ranomafana
National Park, Madagascar
By Mila Plavsic
Candidate for Master of Environmental Studies
rival of the first humans approximately 1,500 years ago (Wright
1997). Soil erosion rates are so great that Madagascar has been
described as an island "bleeding to death," as Landsat images
depict it surrounded by pink water, dyed by its bright red soil.
Both the Malagasy and the international conservation
cormmmity consider protecting Madagascar's biodiversity a top
priority. In the late 1980s, international agencies such as the World
Bartlc and United States Agency for International Development
(USAID) collaborated with Madagascar to draft a 15-year EnvirOlunental Action Plan (EAP). This was the world's first counuywide EAP and has since been emulated in over 20 cmmu'ies
(Wright 1997). Under MadaSite Description
gascar's EAP, nine national
The Ranomafana National
parks and other protected areas
Park, located in the rain forest of
(including RNP) were selected
southeastern Madagascar, became
for integrated conservation and
the counu'y's fourth national park in
development projects (ICDPs).
1991. Covering 43,500-hectares, the
During the first phase, the
park encompasses some of MadaInstitute for the Conservation
gascar's last virgin rain forest and
of Tropical Environments
cloud forest. Dr. Pau'icia Wright of
(ICTE) I was responsible for
the State University of New York
RNP management and ICDP
(SUNY) at Stony Brook played a
implementation. In June 1997,
cenu'al role in the park's creation after
Madagascar's EAP passed into
she and others discovered a new
its second five-year phase. This
lemur species (Hapalemu/' aureus)
phase shifts RNP management
and rediscovered another species
from ICTE to Madagascar's
(Hapalemlll' simus) thought to be
National Association for the
extinct. The peripheral zone surManagement of Protected Arrounding the park contains 93 villag- Fignre 1: Ranomafana National Park contains some of Madagas- eas (ANGAP). However, durcar's last virgin montane rain forest.
es with a total population of approxiing this transition (and perhaps
mately 25,000 (Grenfell and
beyond), ecological monitorRobinson 1995). Cooperation among international aid agencies, ing, health services, and education will remain under the auspices
scientists, the Malagasy govenunent, and local people began a of ICTE, while development activities will continue WIder
decade ago and continues today in order to protect Ranomafana's Cornell's International Institute for Food, Agriculture and Develbiodiversity. Together, they have suiven to ensure that the local opment (CIIFAD). If this u'ansition proves successful, RNP could
people receive benefits and an improved standard of living from serve as a model for how multinational organizations can provide
the park.
the impetus and funds to begin conservation projects, and how
such projects can eventually revert to national management for
effective long-term protection.
Background
Madagascar had been called "an island, a continent, a
world ... a microcosm of the planet" (Jolly 1980). Madagascar Methods
Opinions and suggestions were gathered through semiseparated fi'om mainland Afi"ica approximately 165 million years
ago, and the resulting isolation has led to a high degree of ende- strnctured individual interviews with past and present RNP manmism. Approximately 80% of Madagascar's biota is unique (Bradt agers in order to assess past successes and failures, and to provide
et al. 1996) and the island is famous for its 32 lemur species, 30 recommendations for both the current transition and the park's
chameleon species, and other unusual flora and fauna. Unfortu- future management. An ancillary project objective was to apnately, Madagascar is also a microcosm of the world's biodiversity praise relations between local villages and the park through semicrisis; its human population, with a 3% growth rate, has cleared suuctured group interviews that would offer villagers an opporan estimated 90% of the countIy's total vegetation since the ar- tunity to voice their concerns about the management u'ansition.

Introduction
The international conservation conununity is currently
addressing a critical question: when should international conservation groups transfer management of a protected area to the host
counuy? In Madagascar, the answer appears to be now. I recently witnessed such a u'ansition of management in Madagascar's
Ranomafana National Park (RNP). The following case study,
based on interviews with local people and park managers, may
provide usefllilessons for other protected areas undergoing a similar u'ansition.
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Two general questionnaires were designed: one for those
in park management (Pmt I) and another for the villages visited
(Part II). For Part I, individuals were chosen based on their management positions: three current or future ANGAP employees,
an ICTE associate, and two CIIFAD employees. For Part II, four
villages were selected with the assistance of a local expert: two
that had received many benefits ii-om the park's projects, and two
that had received few benefits. 2 It was ensured that the two main
ethnic groups of the region, Tanala and Betsileo, were equally
represented among the four villages.
A local cultural guide interpreted and assisted me with
village customs during visits with village elders. In Malagasy
culture, elders typically speak for their villages. Therefore, this
study's assessment of village sentiments was based primarily on
interviews with elders, though other villagers were always encouraged to participate in group interviews.

indefinitely (see MacAlthur and Wilson 1967, DianlOnd 1972,
and Newmark 1995). Therefore, it is imperative to focus more on
conserving forested m'eas adjacent to the nOlthern and southern
park boundm'ies.
One of the ICDP's more successful components is the
health and fmnily planning program, which has helped many families embrace the idea of smaller families as part of its drive to
reduce growing pressures on the park's and sUlTOlmding area's natill'al resources. However, a reduction in population growth will
only take place when all villages have access to contraceptives, and
achieve the security of lower infant mortality rates. SuccessfiJi environmental and general education progrmlls are helping to ensure
that local youth are knowledgeable about their park, mld why and
how they can conserve it. Both managers and local people agree
that every effOlt should be made to continue these programs, and
to train local people to become teachers themselves.
During EAP's first phase, ecotourism development was
a high priority and this emphasis continues under ANGAP. Although the pm'k's long-term success partially depends on revenue
ii-om tourism, mly inii-astlUcture expansion must be Lmdertaken
with great care. Much of the park m'ea's recent construction (including a scenic overlook, restaurants, mld small hotels) has occurred on steep, forested slopes now prone to erosion, highlighting
the mgent need for a comprehensive inii-astructLU'e plan for the
RNP area. MmlY believe that construction within park bOlmdaries
should be kept to a lninimum, and that construction surrOlmding
the park should be well-plmmed and ecologically sensitive.
However, mlY such efforts must include Madagascar's Depmtment
of Tomism, as AN GAP does not have jmisdiction outside of the
park.
The consensus among ANGAp, ICTE, and CIIFAD is
that improved communication and cooperation is vital to the park's
success. During the transition period, they have agreed to meet
monthly to coordinate efforts and collaborate more effectively. In
addition, better communication between the area's villages and
park headquarters is needed. Many villagers m'e lmawm'e of the

Results and Discussion
A local woman captured the general sentiment of all
four villages when she asselted that "[w]e must have a means of
raising mld collecting food. If the park wants to tell us to stay out
of the forest and cease to do favy [shifting agriculture] then they
must provide and teach [us] alternatives. If the park simply forbids [traditional resource use] activities and doesn't give us some
assistance, then we will be forced to 'steal' or break the laws by
going into the forest to provide food for our families" (personal
communication).
Village dependency on the ICDP was the most significant issue raised by both park officials and local people.
While successful in some of the park's surrounding villages,
the well-intentioned goal of including local people in the
park's creation and its benefits has yet to result in a sustainable
system of community-based conservation. Resource extraction still occurs in the park, partially because enforcement responsibilities are divided between ANGAP and Madagascar's
Department of Water and Forests (DEF). While ANGAP can
observe illegal activities occurring in the park, only DEF can
arrest or fine violators. As DEF does not maintain a
strong presence in the area, enforcement is weak. Because poaching and guns are virtually nonexistent in
RNP, park managers believe that routine patrols to
ensure that people are not logging, farming, or removing natural products (such as tree ferns or strangler fig
vines) would be adequate enforcement. The issue of
whether DEF should increase its presence or give
ANGAP greater enforcement authority needs to be resolved by both agencies.
The high rate of deforestation adjacent to
RNP boundaries is another potential barrier to natural
resource sustainability. With the help of CIIFAD and
others, a regional development program is being implemented to assist in redefining the relationship between
local people and the park and to improve agricultural
methods, thus decreasing the need for additional land.
Although an ecological monitoring program began in
1995, it is difficult to conclude if the park is large
Figure 2: A craft shop built as part of the Integrated Conscl'Vation and Developenough to sustain the current level of biodiversity
ment Project.
6
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existence and fimction ofthe organizations responsible for RNP's management, what is occmring
during the transition, and to whom they should
address their concerns. Ideally, representatives
fi'om park headquarters ought to travel to villages
in the area to explain the transitional phase and respond to local concerns.
Conclusion
When attempting to place the
Ranomafana National Park in a broader context, it
must be noted that ICDPs arOlmd the world have
met with variable degrees of success (Wells and
Brandon 1992). Indeed, many conservationists
have dismissed ICDPs as ineffective at conserving
biodiversity. Although the implementation of
Ranomafana's ICDP has not been problem-fi'ee, it Figure 3: Residents interviewed in Sahavondronona, a peripheral-zone village outside
appears 'to be working better in the short-term than Ranomafana National Park.
many other ICDPs in Madagascar and elsewhere.
Fortunately, RNP has not fallen into a common
Pwright@datalab2.s1mysb.edu or at: SUNY-Stony Brook, SBS
ICDP trap in which an organization tries to accomplish too much Building, Fifth Floor, Stony Brook, NY 11794-4364 USA.
in too short a time.
Most evelyone involved in taking RNP beyond the initial References
ICDP phase recognizes that the area's long-term economic development is inextricably linked to long-term conservation goals. The Bradt, H., D. Schuurman, and N. Garbutt. 1996. Madagascar
integration of conservation and development will probably be Wildlife. Globe Pequot Press, Inc.: Old Saybrook, Connecticut.
more effective as people adopt tlus concept individually, instead of Diamond, J. M. 1972. Biogeographic kinetics: estimation ofrelabeing mandated to do so by the ICDP. Glenn Lines, an agricul- tion times for avifaunas of southwest Pacific islands.Proceedings
tural specialist with CIIFAD based in RNP, stated that "[t]he world ofthe United States National Academy ofSciences 69:3199-3203.
will be watching Ranomafana [National Park)' move beyond the
Grenfell, S. and L. Robinson. 1995. The Ranomafana National
ICDP phase. Forced integration will hopefully be replaced with
Park Management Plan. The Ranomafana National Park Project
cooperative collaboration" (personal conumuucation).
Report.
During my stay, I discovered that the warmtlt and cooperative spirit of the Malagasy people is matched only by the beau- Jolly, A. 1980. A World Like Our Own. Yale University Press:
ty and biological wealtlt of the Ranomafana rain forest. It is clUcial New Haven, COIDlecticut.
tllat future conservation and development goals complement one MacArthur, R.H. and E.o. Wilson. 1967. The TheO/)! of Island
another, to ensme both tlte people and the forest a secure nlture.
Biogeography. Princeton University Press: Princeton, New Jersey.
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Problems of Participation in Kyabobo Range
National Park, Ghana
By David Bowes-Lyon
Candidate for Master of Environmental Studies
In the jorest-savanna mosaic of eastern Ghana s highlands, the village c<fShiare perches on a cliffface belort' Kyabobo
Mountain. Founded centuries ago to avoid regional tribal wm~,
Shim!? continues to be controlled by a poweljitl and influential
cult; pilgrims ji'Ol11 across West Aji'ica
come to consult Brulumg, the traditional
God. A visitor to Shiare lIIight find
women pounding cassava or yams, or
making soap ji'O/l/ locally-gathered
palm lIutS. The men might be resting
ji'O/l/ digging yam mounds, weeding the
jields, hunting, or collecting halley activities that often demand hours c<f
walking in the surrounding forest. This
could be any village ill tropical West Africa, except that less than haIfa ldlometer away, Ghana is creating a lIational park. It has the potential to
change everyone s lives . ..

ment with conservation needs, translating this policy into terms
that are practical on a local scale is a difficult process. Indeed,
fi'ust:rations and tensions persist between the government and the
local people, as articulated by a local farmer: "We don't know
why the govermnent is
here. We think they are
here to cheat us and they
want to break us fi-om our
activities" (pers. comm.).
While both the area's
residents and govermnental organizations acknowledge that there are
problems associated with
land management in the
Kyabobo area, these are
often presented in divergent ways, depending on
the party's perspective.
My research examined
these ongoing tensions
The initial interest for estaband
evaluated some of
lishing a national park in the Kyabobo
the
different
dimensions
area stemmed from its proximity to the
which
are
necessary
to
Fazow-Malfacassa National Park in
clarify
the
problems
surTogo, as it could provide opportunities
rounding KRNP's develfor international cooperation. After the
opment.
The primary
Ghana Wildlife Department (WD) conof
this
research was
goal
ducted biological surveys in 1991, it was
to
first
determine
the parapparent that the area encompassed a remarkable diversity of flora and fauna. Figure 1: Shiare village and the proposed Kyabobo Range National ticipants and institutions
involved in this decisionIn particular, there were repOlis of rela- Park boundary across the valley.
making process, and then
tively high mammal populations. Until
recently, the Kyabobo area could still boast about trading truck- to evaluate how decisions regarding land and resource manageloads of bushmeat such as bushbuck (Tragelaphus scriptus), ment in and armmd KRNP were made.
duiker (Cephalophus spp.), and bushpig (Potamochoerus po/"Methods
cus) across the country (Mertz, 1975).
This study analyzed the problems behind KRNP's develFollowing these initial surveys, the Kyabobo Range
National Park (KRNP) was demarcated in 1991. This occurred opment through the use of the Policy Sciences Framework
without any formal assessment oflocal peoples' needs and with (Lasswell 1971). This framework is a method that desclibes problimited communication with them. However, in response to lo- lems within a decision-making process and a social context, and
cal opposition, WD has since re-demarcated the park twice, clarifies them using assessments of historical, present, and future
each time reducing its size by excluding farmland. Such recon- conditions.
To develop a conceptual model of I<RNP's management
sideration stems from WD's new policy that "if protected areas
are to be developed sustainably, they should aspire to meet the challenges, I first worked with the wildlife officer in charge of
basic needs of local people in an equitable way" (Government of I<RNP to asceliain both the government's perceptions of the comGhana 1994). Such a policy of participation is currently select- plex problems management faces and its goals for the park (Diaed globally to avoid the marginalization of resident peoples gram 1). I then analyzed the model's assumptions through semistructmed interviews with various local people (key informants,
around national parks (lIED 1994, West and Brechin 1991).
Although a policy exists for integrating rural develop- and randomly selected hunters and farmers) and institutions (the
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is not shared by everyone in the District Assembly. One local
assemblyman articulated the difficulties involved in the park plan
when he stated, "Moving people for the sake of mumals mld expecting [them] to work together is lilce trying to force a woman to
many" (pers. connn.).
The National Government is directly involved with
KRNP through the Wildlife Depm1ment, whose main objective is
to conserve natural areas to the exclusion of hUlllan activity. Its
policy often follows a Western scientific approach and is thus
Results and Discussion
All study participants agreed that farming, land tenure, reductionist. In keeping with WD's traditional focus on
hlmting, and logging were the key issues affecting IZRNP's estab- wildlife conservation, KRNP's first enforced laws involved
lishment and long-term success. However, perceptions of the ar- the confiscation of buslmleat and firearms, and a clampdown
ea's problems, solutions and facts varied considerably. As some on the bushmeat trade. The WD also works informally with
social scientists have postulated, "[t]here is not a problem, but a the surrounding villages, and the Senior Wildlife Officer in
multiplicity of contending and contradictOlY problem definitions, charge of KRNP sU'ives to maintain effective communication
each of which takes its shape ii-om the particular social and cul- between the park management and local participants (Figure 2).
The IZRNP's surrounding cOlllllllmities are mainly of the
tural context that it helps to sustain" (Thompson and Warburton
1986). Therefore, clarifYing tlle uue context of these problems Akyode etlmic group, whose principle village is Shiare (Figure 1).
The Akyode cosmology could be desctibed as "a body of collective
was a crucial component ofthis study.
representations of the world, ordered in space and time and man's
place in it" (MacGaffey 1986). Despite tlus view, current local perTlte Social COli text
To assess the social and cultural context of this problem, ceptions of tile interrelationships between the hlill1ml population
and the area's natural resources
it was essential to clarity who the
vary. Regarding the reduction in
players were, and to examine them
local wildlife populations, one
i1'om different perspectives since
villager felt that "as the human
"observations of a higher level of
populations have increased, aniorganization [such as a connnmumals have gone far away," while
ty] ignore the distinctions embodanother believed that there are "less
ied in the smfaces of the entities at
mumals due to more guns and more
lower levels [such as households or
need for cedis (money)" (pers.
individuals]" (Allen and Hoeksu'a
cOlllln.).
1992). To avoid the pitfalls of
To merely describe the range
overgeneralization, I assessed indiof worldviews between (and
viduals' occupation, farmland loamong) local connnunities and
cation, religion, clan, gender, class,
government is insufficient. In
and educational background.
order to understand the context
Larger entities such as "local comcompletely, it is impOliant to assess
munities" and "the govenilllent"
the
extent to which resources are
were also compared. In addition, Figure 2: The park's Senior Wildlife Officer, B. L. Kanton (cenavailable
to each participant. Even
the use of Velill diagrams (a graph- ter), collaborates closely with fal'mers who are affected by the
though
the
govermnent institutions
ical way of illusu'ating interactions pari"
have
the
legal
and executive jurisbetween sets and subsets) allowed
diction,
they
do
not have absolute
me to illusu'ate how people can be
power
over
the
park's
management.
Iflocal
people
passively resistmembers of many informal and formal institutions simultaneoused
the
pm'k's
adminisu'ation,
management
would
be
difficult, if not
ly (Hidden Harvest Project 1995).
impossible.
Therefore,
to
implement
their
policies
the
government
The various government entities that exert influence
institutions
must
rely
on
values
apmi
from
power,
such
as respect,
over resource management around KRNP represent a wide
wealth,
mld
education.
range of perspectives and capacities. The local government,
Individual local residents m'e generally resource poor,
consisting of a District Assembly, with both elected and apand
hence
have little input into the decision-making process.
pointed positions, has embraced the idea of the park to "give
However,
there
is substantial internal variation. Those Akyode
employment, and generate funds for the District Assembly
people
considered
wealthy, well-educated, well-respected, or postln'ough tourism ... [which] will bring us together and extend
sessing
religious
authority
have more access to the decision-makfraternity." The District Chief Executive is fully supportive of
Wildlife Department and agrees with the Senior Wildlife ing process.
local District Assembly, WD, and the Department of Food andAgricultme). Lastly, I assessed local perceptions towards the park's
management, as well as the effect of shifting cultivation, hunting,
and other natural resource uses on the area's flora and fauna. The
park's impact on these activities (particularly hunting) was a focal
point of discussion, since they were, and continue to be, priorities
for most local people and tlle Wildlife Department.

Officer's main points. The local government viewed the primary consu'aint surrounding the KRNP's management as emanating from trouble-makers in Shiare, rather than from an
TRi News 1998

Decisioll making related to Kyabobo Range National Park
To institutionalize KRNP, WD gathered and processed
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Diagram 1: A conceptual model of preferred goals of Kyabobo Range National Park and its problems in realizing them, from
the perspective of B.L. Kanton, wildlife officer in chal'ge of KRNP.

Preferred relations between the Wildlife
Department and community:
·Local people feel park works with them; and
·Mutual respect between the local people and park.

H

Problem: Lack of infrastructural
support for Wildlife Department.

J

J
Preferred future landscape:
·National park encompassing wildlife, and forest and savanna habitat
·No hunting, farming, or timber cutting; and
oDeveloped park infrastructure.

~

I

Problem: Timber felling.

~
Indirect factors:
House and road construction.

IProblem: Farming. I

~

Problem: Hunting.

I

J
Indirect factors:
Type of farming, lack of
farmlands, and ancestral
beliefs.

Consequences:
oFarm expansion;
~ ·Habitat destruction and fragmentation;
·Soil erosion;
·Competition with wildlife; and
-Wild animals raiding crops creates conflicts

Main indirect factors that contribute to the problem: economic livelihoods (the need for immediate cash), lack of support for controlling activities, and attitudes of Shiares and Kyillinga villages.
In particular: a) internal politics, b) division of clans, c) power of cult, d) lack of communication, and e) inability of literates to enlighten rest of
village.

data. Although easily obtained, this data had the potential to generalize this social context, since local information SOlU'ces are often diffuse and difficult to quantity. This situation often results in
the local population's exclusion ii-om the decision-making process. Therefore, in conjlmction with the local government, the
Wildlife Department has drawn up a park policy and has begtm to
apply it. Local people can promote their views to the government,
and these are generally acted upon when they correspond with the
perceived common interest. This was the case when large h'acts of
farmland were removed in the park's third demarcation (O'Keefe
et al. 1997).
In all issues regarding park management, decision-making is a complicated process with many different people trying to
influence the outcomes. The use of wildlife illustrates this point
clearly. Wildlife is used in a variety of ways by villagers. The most
widespread use involves trapping small mammals around farms
for both household consumption and crop raiding reduction. In
addition, some "professional hunters" provide bushmeat to local
market traders and their networks to earn more cash, more quickly, than the income received fi'om cassava farming, for example.

10

Lastly, h'aditional hunters continue to hunt for respect and religious reasons.
While many villagers acknowledged that "formerly
there were more animals", they also stated that "there is no way
for full local conh'ol as we do hlmting for our own consumption"
(pel's. comm.). Thus villagers viewed declining wildlife populations with a different type of concern than the Wildlife
Department stated (Chilli 1). Instead, the villagers were primarily concerned with their lack of monetary reSOlU'ces, land availability, and various threats to their livelihood, such as wildlife raiding
their fields. Many people complained that "we have to use Olu'
own sh'ength for farming as we can't get laborers" and "we have
to protect the farming areas fi'om animals" (pers. comm.). As a
result of potential government conh'ol of local natural reSOlU'ces
(land and wildlife), the communities viewed the park as a threat to
both their cultlU'e and their future income-generating possibilities.
Conclusion
The problem-oriented and contextual approach used in
this study helped to clarity some of the uncertainties and com-
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plexities regarding KRNP's management. With certain issues,
such as wildlife exploitation, it was evident that the study participants fi"amed the issue in vaIying terms. Therefore, rather than
attempt to generalize and find a "solution" to the "problem," it
became apparent that clarification of the party's various desired
outcomes, and the necessary issues for reaching a compromise,
was more important.
This study highlighted several key issues that require
resolution if a participatOlY park strategy is to be successfhl. The
valying perceptions of the meaning of development need to be
clarified, made mutually comprehensible, and ultimately integrated. Further thought needs to determine how general policies
can be applied in different local contexts where multiple interests are at stake, and information is insufficient. Specifically, how should the Wildlife Department apply a policy that to date
no one knows how to implement effectively? Perhaps most importantly, the issue of local land management needs to be understood in order to successfully work with, and not against, local
practices. There needs to be a heightened awareness ofthe factors
causing local people's vulnerability. Lastly, to fhlly understand the
problem requires an historical perspective; for example, this may
shed light on why local people often distrust national government
representatives or foreigners.
Despite many complexities and uncertainties, it looks
promising that "a good neighborhood between the [local] comImmity and protected al'ea authorities" (Bahian, 1997) may be created . Therefore, it is essential that valying perspectives on peltinent issues be continually clarified and mutually understood in
order to permit compromises to be reached, and conflicts avoided.
As the chief of Pawa village (adjacent to KRNP) said, "We want
to be sure that we do not get a scorpion as an in-law."
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Investigating the Management of Calycophyllum spruceanum
in the Peruvian Amazon
By Robert D. Hauff
Candidate for Master of Forestry
Introduction
Ca(ycop1ZVllulII spruceanlllll (Rubiaceae), locally known

is absent. This article discusses the preliminary results of the
as capirona, is a fast-growing, multiple-use species that thrives in
study's first two months of data.
the vlllzea, the extensive floodplains of the middle- and upperAmazon. The local population of European-Amerindian descent
Site Description
The experiment was conducted in Tapirillo, a rural vilcultivates a diversity of crops on the nutrient-rich, alluvial soils.
lage in a floodplain of the Amazon River (4°05' S, 73°15' W)
Local uses of capirona include fuelwood for household
approximately 60 Ian south (upstream) ofIquitos, in the Departcooking and producing manioc flom, charcoal, construction beams
ment of Loreto, in northeastern Peru. Monthly average temperfor dwellings, and various medicinal applications. The wood can
also be sold as firewood to city dwellers, fuelwood to sawmills,
attire ranges between 24° and 27°C, and mean annual rainfall is
2,800 mm; the dry season occurs f1'om July tlu'ough September
and boardwood on the export market for parquet floors.
with monthly rainfall averages between 150 and 200 mm
In the early 20 th centUlY, capirona was over-exploited to
(Chibnik 1994).
fuel the steam-powered boats which were once the prin1my form
AlU1Ual floods are the driving force of seasonal variaof long-distance transportation in Amazonia. Although stands of
tion in the varzea and can extend 15 to 25 Ian in width (Chibnik
capirona still exist along the Amazon and many of its tributm'ies,
1994). The difference between the high and low water levels can
local management would help safeguard this economically valube as much as 11 m (Lamotte 1990), with the high-water level
able species while raising local living standards. A better lU1deroccurring in May and the low in August. The high fertility of
standing of how to manage capirona is needed to ensure its susthe alU1Ual sediment deposition supports
tained fhttu'e production to meet the growprolific vegetative growth.
ing demand for its products.
In July 1997, an experimental planCapirona management can be intation about 250 m 2 was established on a
cOlporated into local agriculttll'al systems
low levee adjacent to the river. Previously,
as an agroforestty swidden-fallow phase.
the site had been Ul1der cultivation for manCapirona's silvical tt'aits make it an excelioc (Manioc esclilenfa) and papaya (Carica
lent candidate for small-scale sustainable
papaya), and had been abandoned for six
production as it nattmilly colonizes swidden
months. A semi-aquatic grass (Panicul1I
fields with its abtmdant, wind-dispersed
plllpul'ens) covered most of the plot and
seed crop. Capirona grows to pole-size diwas cut down with machetes. No canopy
mneters within six to eight years, maintaincover existed, and although a secondary foring a narrow crown willie devoting its reest along the northwest border provided
somces to rapid height growth. The spelate-afternoon shade, the plot was in full
cies often dominates vlllzea forest stands
sunlight for the remainder of the day.
forming ne31:.monocultm'es locally referred
to as capironales. As a self-pnmel~ capirona
Methods
avoids daIl1age by li3113S 311d produces high
Naturally regenerated capirona
quality wood. Perhaps most impOliantiy,
seedlings 1 were found in an abandoned
capirona is adapted to slUvive and flomish
swidden field approximately five km from
during the large annual floods characteristic of the vGrzea.
Figure 1: An adult capil'Ona tree that has been gil'- the planting site. Two methods of lifting
were used to remove the seedlings. ApAlthough the natural regen- dIed and left to dry for firewood.
proximately one-half of the seedlings
eration of capirona in farmers' swid(132) were lifted by loosening the soil
den fields is often quite dense, it ocaround the plant with a machete and gently removing the soil
curs in highly dispersed clumps. If an adult tree is not proxifrom the roots (bare-root method). The remainder (110) were
mate to the field, regeneration is absent. Therefore, for the
removed with the soil intact around the roots by using a mamost effective management of capirona production in swiddenchete to dig up the rain-moistened soil surrounding the seedfallow systems, artificial regeneration would be advantaling (soil-intact method). The soil-root masses were transgeous. This six-month study investigated the potential for inported in plastic bags to the plantation site, where they were
corporating capirona into agroforestry systems as a swiddenplanted the following day.
fallow management phase, thereby bolstering nattlral regeneration where it already exists and establishing plm1tations where it
12
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F
The roots of the bare-root seedlings were kept in water two transplant methods is probably due to the differences in root
overnight prior to their replanting the following day. All but a few system capabilities to supply water to the seedling. While the
leaves were pnmed on each of the seedlings to prevent desiccation root-soil contact zone was broken in the bare-root method, it was
ofthe remaining foliage. The seedlings' leaves retained their tmgor largely preserved in the soil-intact method, thus allowing the
seedlings to absorb moisrure with their intact root hairs. Followbetween lifting and transplanting.
Observations were made to determine ifthe transplanted ing the h'ansplanting, the soil remained moist from repeated
rainfall, and soil moishlre levseedlings had retained tmgidity
120
300
els were sufficient to allow for
or had wilted, both umnediatethe recovery of several plants
ly after plantulg and one week
118 ""'
250
"iii
fi'om both h'ansplant methods.
later. Monthly tree height mea116 (lj
The sensitivity of capirona
smements were taken begin,-. 200
114 .§.
E
seedlings to post-transplant
nUlg in July 1997 through Jan1
water stress implies that a
uary 1998. Seedlillg heights
112 Qi
.§. 150
~
Itradeoff is necessary when
were measured only when
110 ..J
considering the best conditions
b.
~ 100
leaves remained on the plant,
108 ~
for transplanting capirona
and weedulg of the seedlings
50+----seedlings. Planting at the onwas pelformed at tius tune.
106 i:'2
set of the dry season (July) exLeaf tmgor and wilt were used
104
poses seedlings to stressful
to measure the response to
conditions (heat and drought),
J F M A M J J A SON 0
h'a11Splant shock. The influnecessitating a longer period
ence of thedifferent transplant
1: PPT (precipitation) 2: River Level
to recover from shock before
methods and seedlulg heights
the annual floods. Whereas
on both h'ansplant shock and
Graph 1: The river level is low enough for planting between
planting after the dry season
growth was assessed.
approx. June and December, but the dry season water stress
(September) subjects the
lasts from July to September. These two temporal scales are
seedlings to more favorable
important when planting capirona seedlings.
Preliminary Results
(cooler and moister) condiThe first day following replantillg, none of the bare-root seedlulgs had retauled their tions, there is less time to fully recover before the floods. Height
leaftmgidity, while 51.8% of the soil-intact seedlulgs lifted had re- growth is necessary to effectively tolerate the floods and quicktauled tmgidity in some of their leaves. One week later, only 3% ly attain matmity2 , but h'ansplant shock will be more severe in
of the bare-root seedlings had gained tmgor, wlule the number of the seedlings planted before the dry season as a result of water
soil-intact seedlings with rurgid leaves increased to 74.5%. After sh·ess. Transplanting must occur while water levels have recedone month, tmgid bare-root plants had increased to 9.5%, while ed beyond the lifting and planting sites (roughly June through
February).
turgid soil-intact plants had increased to 75.5%.
By increasillg capirona yields, tius more aggressive (laThe soil-ultact seedlings were analyzed to correlate plant
bor-intensive)
management could have higher economic profits
size to tmgor retention. Although there was a h'end for larger
than
the
more
passive
management of selective weeding and tlunseedlings (greater than 80 cm) to wilt more than smaller seedlillgs,
lung
typically
seen
in
the difference was not sigJuficant. Height growth dmillg the first
month averaged only two cm among the surviving soil-intact the region. However,
the additional labor
seedlings (standard deviation of2 cm).
required for lifting,
transporting,
plantDiscussion
ing,
and
weeding
the
Leaf rurgor was used as an indicator of recovery fi'om
seedlings
may
render
h'ansplant shock. While many seedlings h'ansplanted by both
methods lost their leaves following post-planting wilt, they re- such management
tauled the capacity for sprouting new buds. (Tlus was also ob- impractical. For exserved on seedlings tilat lost theu' leaves due to submergence dm- ample, if the optimal
Ulg the annual flood.) The leaves formed by these sprouting buds transplanting period
would typically not survive Ul direct sunlight. Wlule sprouting were to coincide with
gives the plant an opportwuty to recover temporarily, growth can more important econot be sustained without foliage, and the plant could quicldy be nomic activities such
out-competed. Therefore, the retention of healthy leaves is a criti- as rice cultivation,
cal variable in capirona's ability to recover from h'ansplant shock then the economic reand survive to matUl1ty, facilitatulg the rapid-growth sh'ategy that turns may not waryoung capirona seedlings utilize to cope willi the annual floods and rant such intensive
management.
to out-compete other vegetation.
The difference observed ill leaf retention between the
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Figure 2: A dense natural stand of capirona.
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Conclusion
The study's preliminary results indicate that using the
soil-intact transplanting method could be a potential tool for managing capirona in swidden-fallow agroforesuy systems due to the
seedlings' high u'ansplant shock recovelY rate (75.5%). Further
research in the Iquitos area to investigate the social context (such
as economic cycles, seedling u'ansportation costs, villagers' perceptions and values) and benefits of capirona management would
lead to a better understanding of how this economically valuable,
multi-use species could be managed sustainably. In a region
where better economic opportlmities for small-scale farmers is
needed, artificial regeneration appears to be a technically feasible
management option that merits recognition and fUliher research
attention.
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Mixed-Species Tree Plantations in the Humid Tropics:
an Alternative for Carbon Sequestration
By Daniel Shepherd
Candidate for Master of Environmental Studies
Introduction
Increasing levels of greenhouse gases in the attnosphere
have emerged as a major global enviromnental concern. Although
debate continues over the environmental ramifications of these
higher levels, it is widely accepted that the amount of carbon dioxide (C02) in the aUllosphere has increased fi'om a mid-19th centluy pre-indusu'ial concenu'ation of approximately 270 ppm to a
current concentration of approximately 350 ppm (IPCC 1995).
To offset escalating attnospheIic CO2 levels, the amount emitted
can be reduced, or captllred fi'om the attnosphere and stored in
terrestrial and maritime ecosystems (Andrasko 1990).
The practice of using u'ee plantations as a CO2 sink has
gained momentllm over the last decade (Andrasko 1990, Cairns
and Meganck 1994). With increased interest in this practice,
proper design and management of these systems becomes paramount. Improved techniques need to be tested to determine the
most effective and productive land use option for carbon sequesu'ation, pmiiculariy for degraded lands.
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In addition to its carbon sequestering characteristics,
well-plmmed mixed-species stands can provide more diverse forest products than monospecific stands and thus help decrease the
farmer's risk of unstable markets (Wormald 1992). In nuu'ient
poor soils, mixed-species stands can sometimes improve one species' sIDvival mld growth potential when planted with other suitable species (Binldey et al. 1992, Burldlart and Tham 1992). Furthermore, Perry and Maghembe (1989) found that species diversity decreased the likeliliood of epidemics compared to monospecific stands. However, there is currently a lack of experimental
evidence regarding the effects of mixed- and single-species stands
on plantation yields in the u'opics or sub-u'Opics (Wormald 1992,
Kelty 1992).
This paper repOlis results on the biomass production for
twelve indigenous u'ee species after six years of growth in three
experimental mixed- and pure-species plantations in Costa Rica.
Results fi'om previous research on these plantations had indicated
the capacity of mixed-species stands to produce relatively high
SPRING 1998

biomass and carbon sequestration levels (Montagnini and Porras
1997). The results of this study were expected to be consistent
with previous research findings. Although it is difficult to extrapolate over an entire rotation, recent results suggest design
and management options which would enhance the tropical
plantations' value as carbon sinks. Potentially, this could also
make them economically attractive to local farmers.

Methods

In the present study, the plantations were thinned again
by removing half of the trees in each plot. TIns second thilming
left a 4 m x 4 m distance between the trees (625 trees/ha). Tln'ee
trees ii-om each species with diameters close to the plot's diameter mean were selected fi'om each plot for biomass determinations. Material fi'om each tree was sepat'ated into stems, branches
and leaves, and weighed at the site using a hanging scale. Satnples
Study Site
of each tree's material were
The experimental
taken and dried to a constatlt
tree plantations were estabweight. The dry:wet weight
lished on flat, uniform terrain
ratios were used to correct the
in an abandoned pasture at the
field weight determinations
Organization of Tropical Studbased on the subsamples for
ies' La Selva Biological Staeach different plot and species
tion. La Selva is located in the
type. The average biomass
Atlantic humid lowlands of
per tree was multiplied by the
Heredia Province, Costa Rica
munber of trees per plot, cor(l0025'N, 86°59'W, 50 meters
rected for tree mortality and
mean elevation, 26°C mean
extrapolated to one hectare. A
atmual temperature, and 4,000
statistical probability analysis
mm mean annual rainfall)
(T-test, a=0.05) was lUll to
(Sanford et al. 1994). The
compare mean biomass of tree
Fluventic Dystropepts soils are
parts for each species for both
deep, well-drained, and stone- Figure 1: Field assistants demonstrating the hanging field scale used to the nlixed- and pure-species
ii'ee, with low or medium or- weigh biomass.
plots.
ganic matter content (2.5 - 4.5%), moderately heavy textm'e, acidic
Carbon accumulation was calculated for each planta(PH < 5,0) and infertile, derived from alluvially deposited volca- tion species using stem biomass values. Total carbon content was
nic materials (Sancho and Mata 1987), Before planting, the site then calculated by assnnling that the stem biomass is approxiwas manually cleared of shmbs and early successional trees, The mately 50% carbon (Brown and Lugo 1982). Lastly, average
slash was left on the floor to inhibit soil erosion and weed growth. annual carbon increments were calculated by dividing the cat'bon
In 1991-92, twelve indigenous tree species of economic accnnmlation per hectare by the respective plantation age (five to
value were planted in three plantations, each with four species, six years) to determine each species' ability to sequester atmoThese species were selected according to growth rate, economic spheric CO 2 ,
value, preference by fat'111ers, nutrient cycling characteristics, and
seedling availability (Gonzalez et al. 1990, Montagnini atld Results
Sancho 1990). Plantation One (established in July 1991) consisted of Biomass per hectare ill plIre- and mixed-species plots
Jacaranda copaia, Vochysia guatema-lensis, Calophyllum
In Plantation One, the V guatemalensis stand had the
brasiliense and StlJphnodendron micro-stachyum. Plantation highest total biomass, followed by the mixed-stand and J. copaia
Two (established in November 1991): Terminalia amazonia, Dip- stand, respectively, while C. brasiliense only had approximately
telJJx panamensis, Virola koschnyi and Albizia gua- chapele. Plan- half the highest total biomass (Table 1). S. micro-stachyum was
tation Three (established in November 1992): Hyeronima barely found in these plots because of disease. The total biomass
alchorneoides, Pithecellobium elegans, Genipa americana and of the mixed stand with these four species (90.1 Mg ha- 1) was
Vochysia ferruginea.
much larger than the sum of one quatter hectare of each species in
Each plantation was divided into four replicates (64 m x the pure stands (10.8 + 2l.0 + 22.8 + 0 = 54.6 Mg ha- 1).
96 m) of six randomly assigned treatments (32 m x 32 m, each)
In Plantation Two, the highest total biomass per hectare
containing four pure plots of each species, a mixed-species plot was found in the four-species mixtm'e, followed by pure stands of
(with all four species) and a fallow plot. Each mixture offour tree D. panamensis, T amazonia, V koschnyi, and distantly by A.
species had at least one nitrogen-fixing tree, and each species had guachapele (Table 1). The mixed-species plot also had the highdifferent architectural slmctures and growth rates (Montagnini et est values for tree parts, except foliage, for which V koschnyi
al. 1995). The trees were planted in a 2 m x 2 m grid to speed had slightly higher levels. Again, the sum of one quarter hectcanopy closure. Following closure three years after planting, half are of each species in the pure stands (7.06 + 13.7 + 12.8 +
of each plot was thinned by removing all of the trees in alternate 12.4 = 46.0 Mg ha- 1) was lower than the total biomass ofthe
rows, leaving a distance of 2 m x 4 m between each tree (1,250 mixed stand (57.0 Mg ha- 1).
trees/ha).
In Plantation Tln'ee, the pure stand of H alchorneoides

had the highest total biomass per hectare, followed by V ferruginea, the mixed-species stand, and the pure stands of P
TRI News 1998
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Table 1. Aboveground biomass per hectare of tree species in pure plots and fourspecies mixed plots for the three different plantations in La Selva, Costa Rica (means
and standard errors).
Folia!!e

Aboveground Biomass (M!! ha· 1
Branches
Stem

Total

Plantation 11:
Caiophvilum brasiliellse
Jacaranda copaia
Vochvsia J!uatelllaiensis
FOUR-SPECIES MIXED PLOT

9.39 (0.72)
2.51 (1.12)
4.68 (0.77)
4.90 (1.26)

13.1
1.03
6.09
7.04

(1.25)
(0.56)
(1.12)
(1.92)

20.9
82.3
80.5
78.1

(0.92)
(7.54)
(4.07)
(7.37)

43.3
83.8
91.2
90.1

(1.55)
(7.68)
(9.76)
(8.13)

Plantation 2:
Albizia Ruachapeie
Dipteryx panamensis
Tel1ninalia amazonia
Virola koschnvi
FOUR-SPECIES MIXED PLOT

1.76
4.75
4.80
6.66
5.25

(0.60)
(0,45)
(0.38)
(0.89)
(0.88)

5.08
10.9
8.7
8.8
12.0

(1.04)
(1.16)
(1.03)
(0.62)
(1.99)

21.4
39.1
37.8
34.1
39.8

(4.12)
(4.19)
(3.31)
(2.59)
(5.14)

28.2
54.8
51.2
49.6
57.0

(5.65)
(4.52)
(4.23)
(2,48)
(7.61)

Plantation 3:
0.95
Oenipa americana
3.69
Hverollima alchomeoides
1.73
Pithecellobiulll eieJ!ans
6.23
Vochvsia femlJ!illea
FOUR-SPECIES MIXED PLOT 3.88

(0.17)
(0.54)
(0.14)
(0.76)
(0.64)

1.21
8.82
2.76
0.05
9.42

(0.21)
(1.02)
(0.37)
(0.76)
(2.10)

7.11
31.5
19.3
26.7
22.7

(0.98)
(4.36)
(1.52)
(1.75)
(2.76)

9.27
44.0
23.8
42.0
36.0

(1.31)
(5.21)
(1.89)
(2.93)
(4.54)

1 The Stl)phenodendroll microstachyulII were lIotthilllled because of'high lIlortalityji"Olll disease
(Montagnilli et a1. 1995).

elegans,and lastly G. americana (Table 1). In this plantation,
the biomass values for the mixed-species plot was in the middle
of the pure-species plots. As in the other plantations, the biomass sum of one quarter hectare of each species in the pure stand
(2.32 + 11.0 + 5.94 + 10.5 = 29.8 Mg ha- I ) was lower than in the
mixed stand (36.0 Mg ha- I).
Carbon sequestration in pltre- and mixed-species plantations
The mean annual carbon sequestration values for Plantation One were 1.74 - 6.86 Mg C ha- I y,-I (Table 2). It had three
times as much carbon accumulation compared to Plantation Three,
and twice as much as Plantation Two. In Plantation One, V
gliatelllalensis had the highest levels of carbon accumulation on
both a per tree (36 kg C tree-I) and per hectare (40.2 kg C ha- I )
basis, followed closely by both J copaia and the four-species
mixed stand. The total carbon acclUl1ulation in the C brasiliellse
pure stand was approximately one quarter of the other stands.
In Plantation Two, the mixed-species plot had the highest amolUlt of carbon acclUl1ulation compared to the pure-species
plots. The mixed plot was followed by pure plots of D.
panamensis, T amazonia, V koschnyi, and distantly by A.
gllachapele. On a per tree basis, Plantation Two's h'ees had onethird less carbon than Plantation One's. The mean mmual carbon
sequesh'ation values varied less in Plantation Two (1.89 - 3.52
Mg C ha- I yI-l) compared to the other plantations.
In Plantation Three, the pure stand of H alchol'lleoides
had the highest carbon sequesh'ation values (15.8 Mg C ha- I ),
followed by V.tel'l'uginea, the four-species mixed stmld (1104 Mg
C ha- I ), P. eiegans, and lastly, G. americana. Plantation Three
had the lowest overall levels of carbon accumulation, but had
annual cm'bon sequesh'ation (0.76 - 3.38 Mg C ha- I yI-l) similar to
Plantation Two's.
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Annual carbon sequestmtioll potential
When annual carbon sequesh'ation
was multiplied by the estimated plot
rotation length, Plantation One's meml
cm'bon storage was 44 - 117 Mg C ha- I ,
Plantation Two's was 38 - 69 Mg C
ha- I , and Plantation Three's was 15 68 Mg C ha- I (Table 2) I. These values
m'e comparable to those reported for
fast-growing species in hlUnid h'opical regions, such as Acacia //learnsii,
Leucaena spp., Casuarina spp. and
Azadirachta indica (8 - 78 Mg C
ha- I ) (Schroeder 1992). Because
these results were obtained at an
early age, rather than the plantation's time of harvest, they may
represent an overestimation of carbon
sequestration, as most cm'bon uptake
occurs during the early part of the
stand's rotation (Brown and Lugo
1982).

Discussion
Potential use o/tropical tree plautations as a carbon sink
Forests sequester more than 92% of the world's terresh'ial carbon, and store 20 - 100 times more carbon per hectare
than agricultural lands (Andrasko 1990). The foresh'y option is
not the only solution to the CO 2 problem, but a comprehensive
approach should include forestation (Cairns and Meganck 1994,
Brown and Adger 1994).
Based on this paper and other studies' results (Kelty
1992, Wormald 1992, Binkley et al. 1992), mixed-species plantations have biomass production rates comparable with pure-species stands. However, the mixed stands have additional advantages, such as greater pest and pathogen resistance, and provide
multiple resource products that supply an additional source of
income (Montagnini et al. 1995, Perry and Maghembe 1989,
Wormald 1992). Furthermore, mixed stands use a variety ofh'ees
with different growth rates and timber market values. Thus, such
stands provide suitable ecological conditions for the higher market valued, slower-growing species, while the stands' faster- growing species can be used for light construction and fuelwood pmposes.
The use oftropical plantations as carbon sink forests
has gained considerable interest since the United Nations first
proposed the Joint Implementation idea in 1992 (IPCC 1995).
In this strategy, a company in an industrialized country pays
for a project to protect or expand forests in a developing nation
in order to offset their CO2 emissions. Although this program
is thought to be a win-win situation, its actual success depends
on achieving multiple objectives, including significant carbon
sequesh'ation, illlillediate financial rewards for local pm·ticipants, fbture economic benefits fi'om the use of forest reSOlU"ces,
displaced demand on primary forests, and other enviroml1ental
services (Cairns and Meganck 1994).
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Conclusion
Table 2. Stem carbon accumulation on a pel' tree and a pel' hectare basis in pure- and mixed-species
Tropical plan- plots in La Selva, Costa Rica.
tations can serve diverse
Per Hectare
Mean
Mean Annual Estimated
Per Tree
economic, social, and
Carbon
Annual Stem
Carbon
Rotation
~tem Carbon
Accumulation Increment Sequestration
Length
ecological functions that
(kg C/tree)
(years)
(Mg C/ha)
(Mg/ha.yr)
(Mg/ha.yr)
may ultimately help rePlantation 1:
10.4
25
Calophyllum brasiliellse
10.3
3.48
1.74
duce atmospheric CO 2
40.1
12
Jacaranda copaia
34.2
13.7
6.86
accumulation.
This
40.2
15
Vochvsia I!.uatemalensis
36
13.4
6.71
FOUR-SPECIES MIXED PLOT
20.1
39.0
13.0
6.51
18
study provides insight
Plantation 2:
into the productive poAlbizia J!.uachapele
10.5
10.4
20
3.78
1.89
tential of different tropi19.6
Dipteryx panalllensis
20
18.9
6.91
3.46
cal tree plantations to
Terminalia amazonia
23.3
18.9
6.67
20
3.34
17.0
Virola koschnvi
16.2
6.02
3.01
15
serve such functions and
FOUR-SPECIES MIXED PLOT
19.9
17.2
7.03
3.52
18.75
to demonstrate the apPlantation 3:
Gellipa alllericana
3.56
1.53
20
5.1
plication of mixed-spe0.76
Hveronima alchorneoides
15.8
13.3
6.76
3.38
20
cies stands for smallPithecellobiulII eleJ!.alls
8.1
9.6
4.13
20
2.07
scale farmers in the
Vochysia ferruJ!.inea
13.0
13.4
5.73
2.86
15
FOUR-SPECIES MIXED PLOT
/1.4
9.9
4.87
2.43
18.75
humid tropics.
This
study's results demonstrate that mixed-species stands can achieve production levels comparable to pure Burkhart, H.E. and A Tham. 1992. Predictions from growth
stands. If the beneficial biological properties of mixed stands and yield models of the performance of mixed-species stands.
were utilized and the high economic rewards were incorporated, Pages 21-34, in: Cannell, M.G.R., nc. Malcolm and P.A
then mixed-species stands would represent a possible develop- Robertson (eds.). The ecology ofmixed-species stands of trees.
ment tool for h'opical countries. However, for this stand manage- Blackwell Scientific: Boston, Massachusetts.
ment option to be feasible, further research is needed to better
understand the economic factors of production in mixed- versus Cairns, M.A. and R.A. Meganck. 1994. Carbon sequestration,
biological diversity, and sustainable development: Integrated
pure-species stands.
forest management. Environmental Management 18(1): 13-22.
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rent harvesting regime does not provide for mahogany's natural
Introduction
regeneration (Snook 1998).
Mahogany (Swietenia lI1acrophylla King) has been the
Mahogany regeneration must be established in each
most valuable timber species of the Neotropical forests since the cutting area following every harvest to sustain mahogany hararrival of the Emopeans (Record 1924, Lamb 1966). hl the state vests over the long-term. The least costly way to provide maof Quintana Roo, southern Mexico, mahogany still represents a hogany seed is to retain seed trees on site. This study was conmajor source oftinlber-derived revenue for 44 of the state's forest ducted to determine the rate of seed production of different-sized
communities. These commmuties control 959,000-hectares of
mahogany trees. The objecland, of which 380,000-hecttive was to identify the densiares are in forest reserves
ties and size classes of seed
(Arguelles 1993). Mahogany
trees to be retained in order to
is selectively harvested from
provide for the best natural rethese reserves using a minigeneration.
mum diameter at breast height
(dbh) limit, and a 25-year cutSite Description
ting cycle derived from past
Quintana Roo is charactertransformation technology
ized by seasonal dry forest
and concession agreements,
(Holdridge 1971), in which
rather than from insight into
many tree species lose their
the species' ecology (Snook
leaves for three to four months
1998).
of the year (Lamb 1966,
Quintana Roo's forPennington and Sarukhan
ests are fiequently affected by
1968). In the mahogany forcatastrophic events, such as
est of central Quintana Roo,
hurricanes and the fires that
annual rainfall is between
Such
often follow them.
1,200 - 1,500 mm, with a
events have favored mahoga- Figure 1: Fruit segment sampling in 2 m 2 plots under tree crown.
marked rainy season between
ny regeneration in essentially
May and October, and a dry
even-aged, mixed-species
season fi-om Febuary to May
stands (Snook 1993, 1998). Since most mahogany trees in an (in Snook 1993). Mexico's National Institute of Information and
area tend to reach commercial size simultaneously, selective har- Geography (INEGI 1994) classifies the soils ofthe three sample
vesting to a minimum dbh linut often removes all seed sources sites as rendzinas.!
from large cutting areas (Snook 1998). Since mahogany seeds
lose their viability witllin six to nine months (Rodriguez and Bar- Methods
Sample mahogany trees were found on forest reserves in
rio 1979, ParraguilTe 1994), and seedlings do not survive for long
several different areas of Quintana Roo, including forest reserves
lU1der the forest canopy (Stevenson 1927, Lamb 1996), the cur18
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Results and Discussion
Mahogany fruit
production varied from an
Seed tree
average of 8.8 fiuits/tree
(with a maximum of 41.6
fruits/tree in the 15 - 34.9
cm dbh class) to an average
of 87.2 fiuits/tree (with a
maximum
of 258 fiuits/tree
Sample plots (2 x 1 m)
in the 75 - 115 cm dbh
~~~ ~ ~
class) (Table 1). The only
other seed production
study carried out in this region evaluated a single tree
Longest axis
of 80 cm dbh which was deSample: 10% of totacpa
termined to have produced
121 fiuit, based on a visual
fi'lut count fi'om the ground
using binoculars (Rodriguez
Perpendicular axis
et al. 1994).
ANOVAs (analyses of variance) of the dbh
classes revealed that while
of the Organizacion de Ejidos PlVduc/ore Forestales, Zona Maya, per tree fiuit production was not significantly different among the
(OEPF-ZM)2. Fifteen trees were sought in each offive dbh class- three size classes < 75 cm dbh (p < 0.05), the fruit production
es. Three of these size classes (15 - 34.9 cm, 35 - 54.9 cm, and by trees in these classes was significantly different fi'om that of
55 cm or more) were derived fi'om the classification used in the trees with 2 75 cm dbh (p < 0.005). This signified a 99.5%
forest management plan (regeneration, reserve, and conunercial, re- probability that the trees ofthe 275 cm dbh class produce more
spectively) (Arguelles 1991). Because a previous seed production fiuit (and thus, seeds) than smaller dbh classes (Figure 2).
study in Bolivia (Gulli son et al. 1996) had fOlUld that very large This result parallels the pattern observed by Gullison et al.
mahogany trees produced many more fi'llit than medium-sized (1996) in Bolivia. They found that among trees 30 - 80 cm
h'ees, commercial trees were subdivided into dbh classes of 55 - dbh, fi'uit production was very low. However, this increased as
74.9 cm, 75 - 94.9 cm, and 95 - 115 cm.
dbh got larger, and peaked at about 130 cm dbh.
Mahogany fi'llits are heavy, woody capsules that break
Gullison et al. proposed that mahogany trees allocate
into five segments while in the tree's canopy. The capsule seg- more resources to regeneration late in their lives. However, an
ments then drop to the grOlUld, and winged seeds (40-50 are packed evaluation of the rate of fi'llit production per m 2 of cpa revealed
into each capsule) (pemlington and Sa1'llldlan 1968) are gradually that larger trees do not produce significantly more fi'uit per unit
blown off of a central core to a distance of 60 m or more (Rodriguez crown area than smaller trees (Figure 3).
et al. 1994). Seed production was determined by sampling 10%
When fi'llit production was plotted against diameter, the
oftlle area under each h'ee's crown, counting the number of fallen largest trees showed markedly greater fiuit production (Figure 4).
capsule segments in a minimwn of five 2 m 2 (2 m x 1 m) plots
randomly laid out within each of four quadrants arOlUld each h'ee).
Whole fi'llits (aborted or blown off before maturity) were not
Table 1 : S. lIIacl'ophy/la fruit and seed production by dbh class.
cOlUlted. Each h'ee's crown projection area (cpa) was determined
Seed Production
Fruit Production
by measuring the crown's width using a surveyor's tape: first
Fruits I
DBH Closs
Standard
Standard
(cm)
m 1 cPll
Mean
Rmlge
Mean
Range
along the longest axis and then along a perpendicular axis fi'om
Error
Error
a cenh'al point (Diagram I). Crown projection area was then de0-1871
0- 42
15.0 - 34.9
380
123
8.8
2.7
0.185
0,2722
0- 61
584
138
12.3
3.1
0.200
35.0 - 54.9
tennined using the formula for an ellipse. 3 The mean number of
Diagram 1: Methodology for crown projection area (cpa) and sampling fruit production
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capsule segments (per m2) was then calculated for each tree and
multiplied by its cpa to detelmine the total number of capsule
segments beneath the canopy. Next, that number was divided by
five to yield the number of fiuits produced by the h·ee. The number of seeds produced was obtained by multiplying the munber
of fiuit by 45 (the average munber of seeds per capsule). In addition, each h'ee was measured with a diameter tape at dbh or
above the buth'ess, and h'ee height was measured using a clinometer and surveyor's tape.
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55.0,74.9

597

193

0-3560

13.3

4.3

0-79

0.120

75.0 - 94.9'

2420

545

270 - 7145

54.0

12.0

6 - 139

0.260

95.0 - 115.01.2

3923

1541

0, 11609

87.2

34.0

0,258

0.434

1 The dU]erence between these two dbh classes lInd the other dbh classes lWlS statistically sign(jicant at p-vulue 0.05.
2 The dU/erellce between this dbh class and the other dbh classes was slatistical(v sigll(jicalll
II/ p-I'aille 0.005.
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FigUl'e 2: Seed production by mahogany trees of different diameter classes.

15 - 34.9 35 - 54.9 55 - 74.9 75 - 94.9 95 - 115

large trees (> 75 cm dbh) shoud be retained as seed trees whenever possible. On average, one such h'ee will produce as many
seeds as six trees of smaller dbh size classes. Many large mahogany trees are patiially rotten, and felled only to be left in the
forest because they are not worth transporting (Arguelles, 1991).
For this reason, leaving these h'ees behind represents little or no
loss of commercial volume. Furthermore, very large, old trees
play an important shuctural role. They provide substrates for
large epiphytes, as well as favored sites for cavity-nesting birds
such as touCatlS, which at'e impOliant fiuit dispersers. Therefore,
the sustainability of foreshy would be enhanced by leaving standing mahogany h'ees ~ 75 cm dbh.
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Tropical Cedars (Cedrela Spp.): New Management Perspectives
By Cesar Flores Negron
Candidate for Doctor of Forestry and Environmental Studies
Introduction
Within the New World Meliaceae family, u'opical cedars (Cedrela spp.) are the most valuable timber u'ee species after
mahoganies (Swietenia spp.) (lITO 1997). Tropical cedars are
light demanding, early successional u'ees that can achieve high
growth rates (Lamb 1969). Despite this characteristic, the planting of Cecb'ela in its natural range has often failed due to attacks
of the mahogany shoot borer Hypsipyla gmndella Zeller (Lepidoptera: Pyralidae). The Hypsipyla larvae feed on the sapling's
pith and phloem which reduces the saplings' chances of developing with the surrOlUlding vegetation and can eventually cause mortality (Yamazaki et al. 1992). Although the saplings can resprout,
repeated larvae attacks reduce the cedar's growth height and produce crooked, valueless trees (Newton et al. 1993). The difficulty in establishing Cedrela spp. plantations has thus discouraged their use in reforestation programs. As logging continues
though, u'opical cedars will decrease in inlpOliance as an income
source for local people.
The currently accepted advice for establishing Cedl'ela
spp. is to plant at low densities, in mixtures, and on fertile sites
(Newton et al. 1993). However, reports from both the Au'ato
province in northwest Colombia and the Manu Biosphere Reserve (MBR) in the Peruvian Amazon suggest that at least Cedl'ela
odomta can be grown successfhlly at higher densities (Guevara
1988 and Flores 1990a, 1990b). This paper presents preliminmy
pre-dissertation results that describe the distribution and den-
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Fignre 1: Cocha Cashu Oxbow Lake is the base camp for most of the
researchers in the lowlands of Manu National Park, Peru.

sities of Cedl'ela odomta L. and Cedrela jissilis Veil. in the MBR's
lowlands. The main resem'ch objective was to determine if
Cedl'ela's distribution pattern is suggestive of site partitioning between these two species.

Study Site
The study was conducted in the recently formed floodplains and Pleistocene alluvial terraces within Manu National Park,
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Table 1: Density and size characteristics for Cedrela spp. in riparian and Pleistocene terrace
forests in Manu National Park, Peru.

ogy, and seed dispersal timing.
One phenotype grows mostly in
the mature forests of both the
Cedrela Diameter above
Height of dominant
floodplains and Pleistocene terStands
Swface
Basaial'e3
C adorala' CjissiJis 2
dmsity
buttn.'S'O (em)
trees (m)
races, at densities of 0.25 - 0.4
(ha)
(treelha) M!an (SO)
{SO)
mean
(mZlhal
trees/ha. This forest phenotype
Riparian 1
(2.6)
2.8
45.4
68.1 (19.0)
18.80
46
Riparian 2
seldom reaches more than 80 cm
6.70
1.8
87.2 (24.7)
4.20
X
Riparian 3
17.20
(4.7)
5.8
82.8 (20.4)
10.00
48
X
in
diameter (above buttresses), and
Riparian4 i
4.5
18.40
X
89.7 (27.0)
13.20
seed
dispersal occurs from July to
(6.1)
Pleistocene Terrace 1
16.0
0.25
57.5 (11.4)
0.11
35
X
Septembe[ There is no known
iPleisto:ene Terrace 2
10.0
0.50
66.3 (16.2)
om
X
X
data on its flowering time. The
1 Data reallalyzedji'Olll Flores (1990b) 2 "X"= pressure olthat species ill the evaluated stalld
other phenotype, restricted to recent alluvium deposits, Call reach
the core zone of the MBR, in southeastern Perno The mean an- maximum densities of 45 h·ees/ha. Adult trees have diallleters
0
nual temperature is approximately 24 C, and the allliual rainfall is greater than 90 cm (above buttresses), with maximum basal areas
1,700 - 2,500 mm. Detailed descriptions of the site's flora, fauna, of 19 m 2/ha (Table 1). Flowering occurs from July to August,
fluvial dynamics, and riparian succession have been described when the interior forest phenotype is in the dispersion phase, and
elsewhere (Terborgh and Peh'en 1991, Foster et al. 1986, Salo et seed shedding occurs from March to May. Morphological differal. 1986). Its soils are mostly of fluvial origin and ValY across the ences also extend to seedling and sapling sizes. Furthermore,
landscape depending on deposition age and topography. The geo- these phenotypes differ in leaflet number and in pubescence, the
logically young entisols are fine-textured silty loams, with pH latter of which is only found on the interior phenotype's upper
values of7.0 - 7.5, and relatively high levels offertility. On the leaf slUface (Figure 2).
other hand, Pleistocene terrace ultisols are coarse-textured sandy
Saplings of the ripal'ian C. odomta were fOlUld at densiloams, with pH values of 3.9 - 5.0, and relatively low fertility ties of 165 - 1,330 saplings/ha (Table 2). These riparian cohOlis
levels (Flores 1990a and Riley 1994). Gap dynamics is the major are a component of mixed-species stands, with maximum total
disturballce pattern in the terrace sites, in contrast with the fluvial sapling densities (less than 11 m high) of 18,000 saplings/ha (Flores
dynamics that dominate the riparian zone. As a result of these 1990a). Although sapling densities may appear high (the sugcontrasting disturbances, the light in the liparian al'eas is greater gested densities for a Cedrela plantation al'e 20 -100 seedlings/ha),
than in the newly fOlmed gaps (Losos 1993).
these dense C. odomta cohorts are mixed among a dozen or
more species which adds a complex
Methods
vertical structural diversity not genFive mahlre Cedrela spp. stands (1.8
erally found within plantations. In
- 16 ha) were evaluated for the total number of
these mixed riparian stands,
mature Cedrela trees, the diameter above butHypsipyla accolUlts for less than aph'esses, and the height of the three most domiproximately 40% of all Cedl'ela sapnant individuals (Table 1). Three of the stands
ling attacks (Table 2). However, this
were in the Cedlda - Ficus stage of riparian
percentage may overestimate the
succession (Terborgh and Petren 1991), while
damage, as sCalTed saplings may rethe others were in the Pleistocene terraces.
flect other phenomena such as shoot
Three young fluvial deposits with C. odO/uta
dieback.
saplings were assessed for visible Hypsipyla
Cedrela spp. is generally
lal'Vae damage. In addition, these saplings'
considered to be light demanding.
crowns were assessed using Dawkin's Crown Figure 2: Cedrela seedling morphological differences However, the crr (meall value = 3.5)
are evident between C. odorala's subspecies (A) "riIllUl1lination Index (CII) which assigns a parian" and (B) "interior."
indicates that ripariall C. odomta
numerical value to each crown depending on
sapling crowns receive paliial direct
the amount of direct radiation exposure
overhead solal' radiation. DlUing the
(Dawkins 1958). A value of one indicates a full crown exposure, first 20 yeal'S of riparian stand development, Tessaria integrifolia
while a maxintum value of five indicates a mininlally exposed (Asteraceae) and then Cecropia membmnacea (Cecropiaceae)
overtop C. odomta. This suggests that the ripal'ian C. odomta is
crown.
only moderately light demanding and that self-thinning accounts
for the majOlity of sapling mortality. Compal'atively, the interior
Results and Discussion
C. fissilis and C. odomta have a distinct distribution forest C. odorata and C. fissilis may be more shade toleran~ as they
pattern in MBR's lowlands (Table 1). C. fissilis is restricted to seem to be found mainly in small to medilUll gaps (100 - 500 m2)
the Pleistocene terraces at very low densities (0.1 trees/ha), while (personal observation).
Planting trials using C. odO/uta (mostly the riparian pheC. odO/uta occurs in both the terraces and the floodplains. Interestingly, there seems to be two C. odO/uta allopatric phenotypes notype) arolUld Manu National Park revealed that it Call be planted
(or subspecies) which differ in distribution, abundance, morpho 1- at high densities within its natural range. However, in some of the
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experimental plots Hypsipyla remained Table 2: Values of sapling density and height, I/ypsipylll attack, and Crown Illumination Index
(CII) for three young Cedrela odorallt riparian stands growing in recent alluvial deposits in Manu
a problem, with an attack rate of 14 - National Park, Peru.
100% (Contreras 1997). The trial area's
Gurnt
soil fertility was lower than the riparian
lligIt of dam!ge from
Snrrnce §aping §apingoogh
JW;ipyla attacks
&and
illmimli<lll
Manu floodplains' but comparable to the
JW;ipyla
attacks
(~
area ~ty
(~
lootion
Oe:r'
fuNJie2
Index
mature forest's floodplain (Contreras
(ui)
(#Iha)
Oe:r' fuNJie2 'ThWI
mean SO
mean SO mean SO mean SO
1997). As most of the planting material
Starrll07
4146 3:ti9 21 1.6 &1
0.5
&6 1.4 0.6 1.0 0.8 3.6 1.0
came fi'om the riparian C. odorata, it is
Statrllot
3i95 13117 9.0 3.0 1.6
15.6 17.2 22 1.0 26 1.9 3.6 0.8
possible that the interior forest C. odoraStatrl HD
16'5.2 6.0 27 7.7
4m
33.3 41.0 21 0.7 23 1.4 3.2 1.0
ta (or C.fissilis) would be the best plant1 Clear signs of Hypsipy/a attack were hollow shoots, both fresh or old frass (feces) accumulating at the entry of the attack site, or signs
ing stock since it may be more tolerant of the larvae itself.
2 In these cases, the stems showed signs of some damage. However, there was no evidence of HYjJsipyla being the cause. I have observed
of poorer soils.
shoots dying without any trace oflfJ'psipyla activity.
Conclusion
The Cedrela spp. distribution
pattern observed in MBR's lowlands appears to follow soil and
light regime differences. This result supports the hypothesis that
C. odorata and C. fissilis have different optimal resomce use ranges
that promote their local allopatric dish'ibutions. This resource
partitioning seems to make the locally adapted species and phenotypes more resistant or tolerant to Hypsipyla attack. This hypothesis will be tested as part of my research during the next few
years. A better tmderstanding of these species' site requirements,
and the possibility that C. odorata may have two ecologically
distinct subspecies, will be key determinants in developing more
efficient plantation systems in the Neoh'opics.
It is a pleasant discovery that many h'opical foresters
continue to carry out experimental h'ials with these valuable species. Unfortunately, the results are often tmpublished or in limited circulation. Until an efficient method is clieated to share the
knowledge with both foresters and local people, information on
Ced/'ela planting h'ials in MBR may be accessed at the Yale Silviculture Lab homepage: httpllwww.yale.edulsilvics/
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The Development of a Commercial Tree Plantation in Southern
Venezuela: Integrating Socio-economic Priorities with
Ecological Conditions
By Antonio del Monaco
Candidate for Master of Environmental Studies
Introduction
In Venezuela's southern region, the Minisuy ofthe En- munities' needs and maximize project benefits. Since local project
vironment and Natural Renewable Resources is developing mul- participation is essential for the plantation's long-term sustiple-use u'ee plantations for promoting timber and pulp produc- tainability, this study also investigated ways of integrating lotion, agroforesu'y, and wildlife habitat enhancement. The initia- cal communities into the plantation production process.
tive is part of a broader government sU'ategy to stimulate economic inveSUllent and development in this sparsely populated and Methods
A socio-economic analysis was pelformed in areas most
impoverished region. By implementing this strategy, the governinfluenced
by the initial 50,000-hectare plantation project, includment hopes that it will slow the exodus from the counu-y's predomPuerto
Paez and its surrounding farms and indigenous coming
inantly rural southern regions to its more urbanized nOlihern areas
munities, the town of
(Corpollanos 1993).
Paso
Real de Cinaruco,
The region designated
and
neighboring
areas
for this foresu'y plantation is loalong
the
Cina-ruco's
cated in the southeastern part of
riverbmllcs. Additionally,
Apure State, between the
the port of entty to the
Cinaruco and Meta Rivers. Covstates of Bolivar and
ering approximately 850,000(Puerto
Amazonas
hectares, this area comprises pmi
Nuevo),
as
well
as the
of the municipality of Pedro
communities
adjacent
to
Cmllejo, near the town of Puerto
the
plantation
site
on
both
paez. In the project's first fivesides of the Orinoco
year stage, a 50,000-hectm'e u'ee
River,
was included in
plantation will be established
this
analysis.
north of Puelio Paez, south of tlle
Cinm"llCO River, east of the main
Figure 1: Aerial view of the Orinoco River and neighboring savanna ecosys- Economic Viability Stuc(l'
road linking Puelio Paez and San tem where the 50,OOO-hectare paper pulp plantation will be
To determine the
Fernando de Apure (the state established.
50,000hectare plantacapital), and west of the Orinoco
of
analysis
were applied: a
tion's
economic
viability,
two
forms
River (MARNR 1996). In the first year, 5,000-hectares will be
ofthe
project's
potential
tt'ee
species and
timber
market
analysis
planted, Witll an additional 10,000-hectares in the second and third
a
cost-benefit
analysis.
years, and 12,500-hectares in each of the project's final two years.
Visits to sawmills in Apure and neighboring states
Initially, the Venezuelan government had designed a
within
the
plantation's local timber market area provided im50,000-hectare paper pulp plantation, with 10,000 hectm'es of Carportant
information
on timber prices and sawmill processing
ibbean pine (Pinus caribaea) and 40,000 hectares of eucalyptus
capacity.
They
also
revealed
which timber species carried the
(Eucalyptus robusta). However, incorporating local or adapted
highest
demand.
Timber
market
information for adjacent areas
timber species (mahogany, pink u'umpet tree, saladillo [Camipa
to
Colombia
was
also
gathered,
as
well as data for timber trans!lanDrum], rain tree, and teak), in combination with Caribbean
port
costs
between
this
region
and
the Caribbean Sea.
pine and eucalyptus, could both increase economic benefits and
A
cost-benefit
analysis
with
a 25-year timber rotareduce growing pressures to exploit the rainforests east of the
tion
period
was
used
as
a
basis
for
comparison
between the
Orinoco River. The plantation species must be fast-growing, wellof
three
meters
was
used
between
tree
species.
A
distance
adapted to the m'ea's low fertility, and have high economic value.
each
tree
seedling,
which
yielded
1,111
individuals
per
hectare.
In this study, a team of local residents and I planted a
To
account
for
mortality
during
the
first
stage,
an
additional
variety of conmlercial u'ee species on an experimental basis to
assess their adaptability to local environmental conditions, eco- 20% of the total seedlings were added to the cost calculations,
logical sustainability, and profitability. In addition, a socio-eco- yielding a final total of 1,333 individuals per hectare.
nomic study of the project was necessary to identify local com-
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Biological Viability StuC0!
Local residents and the author developed a 1.5-hectare
agroforesuy pilot plantation on a local farm using the five timber
species (Table 1). Species selection was based on: a high demand by
the local sawmills, an endemism or adaptability to local environmental conditions, immediate seedling availability, and symbiotic possibilities in agroforesuy or silvo-pastoral systems. Because cattle raising is one of the area's economic mainstays, a silvo-pastoral option
could contribute to the plantation project's sustainability by using
plantation u'ees as food and shelter sources for cattle dw'ing seasonal food and water shortages. Tins agroforesuy pilot plantation was
initiated to enCOlU'age local conu11l111ities to maintain their own u'ee
plantations. Applied on a larger scale in favorable areas, such agroforestly systems could allow the local population to harvest annual
crops (such as pineapple, cassava, maize, and beans) instead of waiting to reap the benefits at the end of the 25-year timber harvest rotations (Organizaci6n para Estudios Tropicales [Orgmnzation ofTropical Studies, OTS], 1986).

Table 1: Basis for economic analysis to compare plantation tree species in Apure, Venezuela.
Growth
(m/ha veal')

Year of
harvest

HaJ.vest %

7.3
3.9

7,14,20
7,14,20

30,30,40
30,30,40

28
7.0
4.5
6.0
8.0

25
25

Paper Pulp Species
Quibbean pine (PiIlIlS caribaea)

Eucalyptus (EumlWJtlLr mbllSta)
TImber Species (native 01' adapted)
l'Mohagany (Swietellia lIucmphl'lla)
Pink tnuqJet tree (Tabebllia /Vsea)
Saladillo (Qlluipa lIanO/l/Ill)
Rain tree (Sal/unea sam:01)
Teak (Tectona ~lruldis)

25
25
25

100

1m
1m
1m
1m

Sources: Cartil/as de autoecologfa de especies. SEFORVEN.

Social Viability Study
Within the project area, semi-structured interviews
and community group meetings were conducted using the
Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) technique (Schoonmaker
Freudenberger 1997). These interviews were designed to
gather local data on: primary economic activities, work experience and education lev-els, labor availability, societal concerns and conflicts, social and economic needs, agroforestry
experience, crop production costs, and ecological practices
such as savanna burning (OTS 1986). The meetings also informed the local population about the plantation project and
provided an opportunity for exchanging ideas. In other local
villages, including small indigenous communities where
Spanish was not widely spoken, calendars and economic
activity matrices were used to gather similar information
(Schoonmaker Freudenberger 1997).

Results and Discussion
Economic Analysis
A comparative economic analysis between the initial
Caribbean pine and eucalyptus plantation, and another with the
additional five timber species, revealed that the latter would
TRi News 1998

Figure 2: Local fanners measul'ing the plots and planting seedlings during the 1.5-hectare pilot plantation project.

increase the project's net benefits by more than two-fold (Table
2). Fmther, the more diverse plantation would diminish the
invesu11ent risk by reducing economic vulnerability to timber
market price fluctuations or pest attacks affecting a single species.
When compared on a per hectare basis, a plantation
with an agroforestry component yields far greater benefits than
the plantation without the agroforestry option (Table 3). Interplanting crops of maize, cassava, brown beans, and pineapple
would increase the project's net benefits per hectare by approximately 15 times more than the tree-only plantation option.
Regarding timber demand, visits to sawmills in the nearby states
of Bolivar, Amazonas, and Apure revealed that most mills are
operating well below capacity and incapable of meeting the market demand for timber. This situation is caused primarily by
su'ict local regulations that forbid timber exploitation fi-om primary forests and create a chronic timber shortage. Neighboring
Colombia has a considerable market for timber products for the
same reason.

Biological Ana~l'sis
Because this STIldy did not complete the biological analysis, experimental results on species suitability are pending. A
continual monitoring plan to compare plot treaullents will consist
of systematic recording ofvolumeu'ic u'ee growth (average height
and diameter at breast height [dbh] of live u'ees per plot as well
Table 2: Comparative economic analysis of two 50,000hectare plantation systems in Apure, Venezuela.
Pine and rucalyptns,
Pine and
plus the five timber
wca1yptns only'
SPecies'
Discount rate (%)
8.0
8.0
ilits nresent value (lB $1000)
21,99290
28,520.50
Benefits present value (lS $1000)
63,259.40
125,635.0
Net benefits ml'Sent vaine-({JS $1000)
41,266.50
97,114.50
Benefit / ilit ratio
2.88
4.41
Intemal Rate of Retmn (%)
15.65
18.10
120% Caribbean pine alld 80% eucalyptus.

215% Caribbean pine, 15% eucalyptus, and 14% of each of' the followillg
lIative or adapted timber species: mahogany, pink t/'llmpet tree, saladil/o,
rain tree, (fnd teak
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Table 3: A compamtive economic analysis (pel' hectare) between a plantation with pine and eucalyptus plus five timber
species, and a similar plantation that adds an agrofol'estry
component.

DiscOlmt rate (%)
Costs present value (US$)
Benefits present value (US$)
Net benefits present value (USIl)
Benefit I Cost ratio

Pine and eucalyptus
Similar plantation
plus five thIDer
\\ith agroforesh:y
species
8.0
8.0
4,513.80
570.40
2,512.70
36,229.30
1,942.30
31,715.40
4.41
8.29

as crop productivity (the weight of each agroforestry crop per
plot) in mixed and pure stands. Furthermore, this plan will
measure the number of living trees per plot, the number of
trees attacked by pests, the severity of the pest attacks per plot
expressed as an average of the approximate percentage of
each plant attacked, and the type of pests.

Social Analysis
The household income data indicates considerable social and economic disparities in the area, with annual incomes
ranging fi-om US $11,000 (large landowners and ranchers) to US
$600 (laborers). Many more residents are seasonally employed or
unemployed. Furthermore, the education level for most of the area's population ranges fi-om second to eleventh grade, and more
than 95% ofthe interviewees were literate. When combined with
their farming experience, the data suggests that the local capabilities exist for implementing a successfhl project.
The Venezuelan government recently hired agronomists from the Puelio Nez Agronomy Technical High School to
work in a 30-hectare pilot plantation using the five native and
adapted species that this study recommended. The success and
expeditious development of both this and the 1.5-hectare pilot
plantation supports the proposition that a well-trained and sldlled
local labor force could successfully manage the 50,000-hectare
plantation.
In order to assme the project's long-term success, it will
be necessary to re-orient local education programs towards developing relevant sldlls for fanning and technical activities, and
expanding environmental awareness to discomage potentially
destructive practices, such as initiating fires near plantations. The
project's chances of success will be enhanced as the local population becomes more integrated into the project and reaps its benefits. This integration can occur by incentives such as awarding
plantation workers with a percentage of timber sale income and
providing them with produce from the agroforesuy systems.
Generally, the local population views the 50,000-hectare project
as an important econOlnic opportunity. The remarkable enthusiasm and motivation among those who participated in the pilot
plantations is essential to move the project fOlward.

that the five native or locally adapted timber species should be
incorporated into this plantation, in addition to the project's Caribbean pine and eucalyptus trees.
Agroforestry systems should be integrated near local
communities wherever environmental conditions allow, as
agroforestry could provide alternative sources of food for livestock and the local people, in addition to employment opportunities. Because local people are qualified and willing to work in
the project, they should be employed whenever possible, with
u'aining provided to build local capacity as needed.
This u'ee plantation project could help satisfy the domestic market demand for timber, while reducing growing pressures to harvest the area's primalY forests. This would simultaneously increase local employment opportunities and encourage
invesunent in this rmal area, thus enhancing local social, economic, political, and environmental conditions. This regional development could potentially slow the human exodus fi'om rural
areas to overpopulated mban areas across Venezuela. If implemented properly, this project could be a model for the sustainable
regional development that is crucial for Venezuela in the 21st
centuty.
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Cooperator Notes
The Meta Cinaruco Tree Plantation Project in the state
of Apure, in southern Venezuela, is part of the Meta Cinaruco
Integral Environmental Project, or Proyecto Integral Ambiental
Meta Cinaruco (PlAMEC). It is a large scale sustainable development project of the Orinoco-Apure Program within the Ministry ofthe Envirom11ent and Natural Renewable Resources. The
Orinoco Apure Program welcomes individuals or organizations
interested in conducting research in ecotourism, river fisheries,
soils, fauna biodiversity preservation, and on the habitat of the
saladillo u'ee (Caraipa !lanorum) and u'opical u'ee species native
to the area.
For more information, contact: Adalberto Nunez, Project
Management and Plam1ing Director, Orinoco Apme Program,
Ministerio del Ambiente y de los Recmsos Natut'ales Renovables
Cenu'o Sim6n Bolivar (CSB) Programa Orinoco-Apure Torre Sur.
Piso 8. El Silencio. Caracas-Venezuela. E-mail: anunez@cantv.net
Tel:58-2-408-15521 58-2-483-47301 58-2-408-1613 or Fax:582-481-7416.

Conclusions and Recommendations
The study's comprehensive approach determined the
feasibility of the plantation project by integrating the economic,
social, and biological issues that often detelmine the success of
forestry projects. Based on the study's results, it is recommended
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Urban Migration, Urban Restoration: Settlements of the
Landless Poor and Urban River Restoration in
Kathmandu, Nepal
By Anne Rademacher
Candidate for Master of Environmental Studies
Introduction
Trends in global urbanization and their environmental
dimensions have received considerable attention in recent years,
p31ticularly 3ll1ong international environmental organizations. J
Rapid urbanization can complicate and accelerate pre-existing
challenges to environmental quality, creating situations requiring
careful interdisciplinary analysis. This project addresses a critical
social condition that plays a complex role in the definition of environmental restoration priorities in Kathmandu, Nepal. This case
represents opportunities for insights into urban environmental
management questions common in many rapidly growing cities
of the developing world.
Background
Human Settlements and River Restoration
The Bagmati and Bislmumati, principle rivers of the
Kathmandu Valley section of the Bagmati Basin, suffer severe
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degradation inside the urban area of Kathmandu. 2 This degradation includes reduced water quality and altered physical
characteristics, and arguably the loss of Hindu cultural and religious values traditionally attributed to these rivers. Both environmental scientists and Kathmandu residents agree that
urban river degradation has accelerated dramatically over the
past ten years.
Urban river degradation in Kathmandu has been
linked to many intercOlmected factors. Comprehensive studies such as one by lUCN (1994) have documented that the
main causes of urban river pollution are direct dumping of untreated sewage discharge and solid waste into the rivers and
onto their banks. 3 In addition, sand is quarried from riverbanks and beds to supply a growing urban construction
demand for cement. This practice has altered both rivers'
morphologies by lowering the beds, channelizing the flow,
and undermining the banks.
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Beyond these factors of river degradation, recent river
restoration policy documents also identity human encroachment
on riverbanks, floodplains, and beds exposed by falling water levels, mostly as a result of sand extraction. Illegal settlement on
marginal riparian urban lands is a major concern in the city.
Urban growth in Kathmandu4 has caused the rapid spread of
urban development over a large area and increased population
density throughout the city. Although many new city structures
have been erected legally, the housing supply is insufficient to
meet the ovelwhelming demand, and rent prices have become
unaffordable to many.s Participation in the city's current land
and housing markets is impossible for new migrants and poor
city residents, often fi'om the lowest castes (jats).
As a result, many new migrants and long-term
Katlmlandu residents resort to squatting - illegally occupying often marginal land and claiming it by constlUcting shelters. The resulting settlements, known as Suklllllbassis, are
growing at twice the city's population
growth rate. 6 During this research
project (fall 1997), there was a total
munber of 54 Sukumbassis in
Katllmandu, half of which were situated on the banks of the Bishnumati,
Bagmati, or one of their larger urban

pOlmded by the long term neglect of many such stlUctures, due to
a chronic lack of financial resources or fi'om the breakdown of
groups historically responsible for temple maintenance (gllthis).
Much of the current river restoration dialogue is committed to restoring the "cultural heritage of the Kathmandu Valley" through the parallel restoration of the rivers and riverbank
temple complexes. ill a city whose contemporary population is
increasingly diverse in ethnic, religious, and "cultural" orientation, it is interesting to view the overlap of the river's cultural
value and how its dominant representation affects the policy, planning, and ultimate goals for river and temple restoration projects.
In concordance with restoration policy documents, the cultural
preservationist-environmentalist view is that Sulcumbassi settlements must be evicted unconditionally, if their vision of a restored
river system is to be realized.

Methods
Methods were divided into
three phases. In Phase I, a survey
of existing Bagmati Basin water
quality data and ecological studies
was conducted in conjunction with
key informants in the Nepali government, Lmnanti - a Katlunandubased nongovernmental organization (NGO), and the private sector.
A survey was written, pre-tested,
tributaries.?
Of the Kathmandu
and revised for use in the project's
Sukumbassis' total population in
next
phase.
1996,8 69% lived in such riparian
Preliminary visits in Phase
settlements and of these, approxiII
were
made to several riparian
mately two-thirds were along the
Sukwllbassi
settlements with memBishnumati or Bagmati Rivers.
of
Lunlanti,
which has develbers
The severity and complexioped
general
social
service and
ty of Kathmandu's river degradation
microcredit
to
women's
programs
Figure
1:
The
small,
semi-permanent
structures
along
the
has led to an extensive official diaBishnumati river bank mark claims to land made by squat- in the settlements. The survey on
logue which seeks to restore the
ters in Kumaristhan. Large legal homes are seen in the
river knowledge, attitudes, and
Bagmati and Bishnumati Rivers. hl- background.
practices was administered to a
ternational and Nepali governmental
sample 5% of riparian Sukumagencies have produced various rebassis.
Focus
group
discussions
were also conducted in four settlepOliS which explore issues of river restoration and conservation
ments
covering
topics
of
river
condition,
histOlY, as well as poarea development. The agencies acknowledge the crowded hutential
Sulcumbassi
involvement
in
river
restoration. Phase III
man settlements along the city's riverbanks and exposed beds.
involved
confirming
findings
between
the
phases by revisiting
The imperative solution to the "Sukumbassi problem" is most
Phase
I
informants.
The
synthesis
and
analysis of these
several
fi'equently identified as lmconditional eviction, justified by claims
findings
will
be
completed
by
fall
1998.
ranging fi'om undesirable aesthetics to the system's ecological
integrity and to issues of propeliy rights and legality. The central
focus of this project was to study how Sulcumbassi settlements
are perceived, understood, and "planned for" in cmTent discussions, river restoration and conservation documents/projects.

Human Settlemellts alld Cultural-Environmental Tillues
Traditionally, both the Bagmati and Bishmunati Rivers
have sacred significance in Hindu representation of the landscape
and ritual practice. ill parts of Kathmandu, Hindu temples and
cremation sites (ghats) line the rivers. As the river's condition has
worsened, and flow patterns have altered, temples and ghats
sometimes have sustained severe damage. The effects are com28
L

Research Questions
To better lmderstand the complexities of this situation,
tlle project's central research questions were:
1. How are Sulcumbassi settlements perceived and represented in
urban river restoration planning and projects? What are the justifications, notions of cause-and-effect, and social processes tllat
could influence current policy suggestions at local, national, and
international levels?
2. What are the general attitudes, awareness levels, and practices
related to the rivers revealed by a survey of riparian Sulcumbassis?
Are the findings consistent with the representations ofSulcumbassi
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settlements described in policy docrunents and dialogue? Do patterns of home "ownership" and migration status affect river attitudes and practices?
3. How might current river restoration planning policy be modified in light of the research findings?
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The Role of Science in Environmental Management: Case
Studies from Three Plateau Lakes in Yunnan Province, China
By Jessica Hamburger
Candidate for Master of Forest Science
Introduction
The beautiful plateau lakes of Yunnan Province, China
have attracted international attention because oftheir rich biological and cultural diversity. The lakes and tlleir watersheds provide
habitat for many species of endemic plants and animals. Several
etlmic minorities, as well as Han Chinese, depend on the lakes to
provide water for drinking and irrigation, hydropower, transportation, and opportlUlities for fishing and tourism. The biggest tlu'eat
to these biological, cultllfal, and economic resources is lake
euu'ophication, particularly algal blooms associated with increases in nuu'ient inputs.
The desire to preserve the cultural and biological diversity and the economic functions of Yunnan's plateau lakes and
their watersheds has led to fimding for many international environmental protection projects in the region. Because such projects require a sOlmd scientific basis, development organizations have
suppOlied international and Chinese experts to work with local
TRI News 1998

scientists and managers in Yunnan, The case studies presented below review the perspectives of both experts and locals on
the quality and relevance of scientific activities in the environmental management oftbree lakes: Dianchi, Erhai, and Lugu.

Study Sites
The three case studies cover a wide range of trophic
status, ecological disturbance, and toxic chemical contamination. Lake Dianchi, located downstream from the provincial
capital of Kunming, is severely eutrophic and polluted (World
Bank 1996). Lake Erhai, in Dali Prefecture in western
Yunnan, is moderately polluted; it experienced its first algal
bloom in 1996 (Dali EPB 1997a). Lugu Lake, nestled in the
mountains of the Yunnan-Sichuan border, has no industrial inputs but its watershed suffers from severe gully erosion and a
decline of endemic fish populations. The lakes vary in size,
volume, and elevation (Table 1).
29
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Table 1: A comparison of three lakes investigated in Yunnan
Province, China.

Case 1: Lake Dianclti

A water quality report on Lake Dianchi provides an
example of how the failme of decision makers to formulate a
Dminage
Total
Lake Area Average
Lake Smface common definition of the problem can lead scientists to answer
LakeNarne Basin Area
Volume
(Imt)
Depth(m)
the wrong question. This mistake overshadows problems with
Elevation (m
(Imt)
(10'l nY)
data
quality conti'ol, which also plagued the report.
12.0
Diaochi
292D
298
4.1
1880
The consulting finn Montgomery Watson, under aslli13i
10.5
25ffJ
250
28.2
1970
2fRf.)
signment from the British Overseas Development Adminislllgu
53
40.0
'2D.7
248
tration, led a study predicting the effect of different nutrient
Source: Liu et al. 1988.
input levels on the feasibility of water treatment (Montgomery Watson 1996). The water quality report was prepared to
Methods
justify the World Bank's $125 million contribution to the
I employed "tiiangulation," or cross-checking, in my Ymman Environment Project. The World Bank's financial
research by collecting information fi'om different somces using a justification of the project was that the local government
variety of methods (Molnar 1989). Those somces included inter- could pay back the loan with the money saved by avoiding the
views with Chinese and foreign envirolUnental scientists and man- cost associated with treating water containing high concentraagers working at the national, provincial, and local level; scientif- tions of algae. 2 However, the government has decided that it
ic, goverlUnental, and development organization documents; and will not use Dianchi as a drinking water source in the future. 3
direct observation.
The local government plans to divert water from reservoirs or
Semi-sti1.1ctmed interviews were used to assess opinions sources outside the catchment to increase total water quantity
regarding the quality and relevance of scientific effort included. and improve drinking water quality. Efforts to restore Dianchi
Respondents were all provided with identical questions, in Manda- can still be justified on environmental grounds, but not in
rin Chinese, to serve as a basis for discussion. I asked them what terms of financial savings.
scientific methods were used to study their lake and whether they
The quality of the study was compromised by probthought the results of scientific studies were useful for decision lems with the phosphorus mass balance model, which was inmakers. I chose respondents representing different levels of deci- tended to predict the amount of phosphorus reduction needed.
sion-making at each lake in order to compare local, national, and According to Montgomery Watson's Project Manager, Martin
international perspectives.
Haddrill, "The phosphorus model is not
statistically valid and therefore, neither
Results and Discussion
are its predictions about whether the
The results of this investigaYUlUlan Environment Project will retion can be best understood in the
duce phosphorus enough to control
context of the evolution of lake studalgae in Dianchi."
ies in China. Lake water quality ..
One reason for the
monitoring in China initially was limmodel's failure to achieve statistical
ited to determine if the lakes met nasignificance was the variability of the
tional monitoring standards applied
data. Wang Li, Senior Environmental
Engineer with the Yunnan Environto all surface water. I Maximum alment Project Office and the leader of
lowable contaminant levels were set
the water quality study, found that alfor five water quality classes correthough there were many years of data,
sponding to water body functions (for
the monitoring points had been
example, drinking water, irrigation,
changed several times. In one case, a
or industrial use) without regard for
monitoring point was actually moved
ecological differences between lakes
from one end of the lake to the other to
and rivers.
Concern about lake
help city officials in Kunming achieve
eutrophication prompted an investia higher rating in the attainment of engation of China's major lakes and resvironmental goals. In the lab, lack of
ervoirs, including Dianchi and Erhai, Figure 1: A gateway in the barrage allows boats to
standard procedures and failure to
from 1986 to 1990 (Jin et al. 1990). pass between Dianchi's inner lake and the outer
lake, where pollution is less severe.
ensure quality control exacerbated the
Lake monitoring programs expanded
variability problem. Large differences
dming that period to include calculation of Trophic State Indices (Carlson 1977) based on nuh'ient in lab analysis results occurred because not all of the samples
concentrations, transparency, and other parameters. However, were filtered before they were measured. 4
Both local and foreign experts were concerned with
the moni-toring of smaller lakes, such as Lugu, still does not
include analysis of trophic state. Biological surveys of the problems of data quality. The Kumning Cenh'al Station of Environrange and type of algae, macrophyte, and benthic species mental Monitoring (KCSEM) proposed the purchase of more advanced equipment, and an increase in the number and fi'equency
found in the lakes are not conducted on a regular basis.
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of monitOling points (KCSEM 1995). A report by Canadian consultants suggested that these changes should be accompanied by
additional training in data quality control (Camede 1996). It also
recommended that central laboratories should be equipped to analyze samples sent in from arOlmd the province for heavy metals
and toxic organic compounds, and that local monitoring sta-tions
should focus on taking routine field measmements and collecting
samples for analysis at the central laboratories.

Case 2: Lake Erltai
Scientific research at Lake Erhai appears to have influenced environmental decision making, but only after problems had
reached crisis proportions. Three studies (STC and EMB 1989, Jin
et al. 1990, andYPG and UNCRD 1994) warned the govermnent
about the threat of eutrophication and ecological degradation and
suggested mitigation measmes. A decision to maintain water levels in the lake by temporarily shutting down the hydropower station was made only after the several endemic and economically
valuable fish species that breed in shallow areas were threatened
with extinction. Aggressive measmes to control nutrient and sediment inputs were not taken until after the first algal bloom
appeared in 1996 (Dali EPB 1997b). The explanation for the delay
given by local scientist Yu Lilma, Director of the Dali Prefectme
Environmental Monitoring Station and Environmental Science Institute, was that the government only takes action when food or
water supplies are threatened. Yunnan is a poor province, and government fimds are only available for clear and present risks to people's welfare.
Yu believes that data quality control at her monitoring
station is good, but the monitoring program has been compromised
by outdated technology and lack of fimds. Her claims are backed
up by a study reporting that the Dali Environmental Monitoring
Station passed all tests conducted by national and provincial quality control authorities between 1985 and 1995 (Matsui et al. 1996).
The Shldy proposed improvement of the water quality monitoring
systems through the installation of automatic water quality monitoring stations, analytical equipment upgrades, and incorporation
of remote sensing and geographic information system (GIS) technology (Matsui et al. 1996). Funds for such improvements were
not yet available.
Even if the proposal were funded, the instihJte might
have h'ouble obtaining the data on water flow, soil type, forest
cover, and tillage practices needed for GIS analysis because many
agencies refuse to share data. "The government needs to do something about this if it is serious about promoting the use of GIS,"
according to Jia Lusheng, a Senior Progranune Officer of the
United Nations Development Programme. s
Case 3: Lugu Lake
Scientific monitoring and research have played a limited role
in Lugu Lake's management. A small amount of monitoring data
was collected by the county enviromnental protection office, but
was not shared with village level reSOlU'ce managers. 6 Monitoring
data and other scientific support fi'om county agencies could help
local resomce managers determine the effects of increasing erosion on lake water quality and possible causes of the endemic fish
catch decline. Unfortunately, data quality tends to be poor at
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the county level and in places like Lugu Lake where people have
little experience in monitoring water quality,?

Conclusion
Effective environmental management requires "getting
the science right," i.e., using systematic and reliable methods of
data collection and analysis (NRC 1996). It also requires "getting
the right science," i.e., desiguing research and monitoring programs relevant to decisions being made by environmental managers (NRC 1996). The case studies suggest that Chinese scientists and their foreign counterparts generally agree that despite significant progress in lake research in China, more work is needed to
"get the science right." They differ only in that Chinese scientists
place more emphasis on obtaining better equipment and data processing tools, while the foreigu consultants tend to focus on the
need for more rational allocation of equipment and better training.
Both sides agree that research instihltes must be persuaded to share
information and to adhere to standard procedures to facilitate the
use of GIS and other techniques requiring data integration. As for
"getting the right science," the case studies showed that research
and monitoring were usually desigued to inform decisions.
However, scientific shldies sometimes answered the wrong questions, and their recommendations were often iguored lmtil a crisis
occmTed.
This prelinllnary shldy has provided some answers about
the types of lake research and monitoring conducted in Ymll1an and
the opinions of scientists about how they can be improved. It has
also provided some examples of the ways in which political
processes influence what gets shldied and whether scientific recommendations are followed. Finally, the Shldy has raised a fimdamental question: Are new investments in monitoring equipment
justified, given the problems with the use of science in environmental decision making? Equipment upgrades may be necessary,
but they are no substihlte for more comprehensive effOlis to make
science a useful tool in preserving Ymman's plateau lakes.
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Cooperator Notes
My main host was Jin Xiangcan, Director of the Water
Research Institute of the Chinese Research Academy of Environmental Sciences (CRAES) in Beijing. CRAES, the research arm
of China's National Enviromnental Protection Agency, conducts
research on most aspects of enviroun1ental shldies: water and air
reSOlU'ces, ecology, analysis and measurement, environmental
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management. enviromnental standards, and environmental information and computation. Dr. Jin is a leading lake expert in China
and often provides advice on lake policy and management to national and local govermnents, as well as working on international
projects. Dr. Jin Xiangcan can be reached via e-mail:
abj202@istic.sti.ac.cn
Dr. Jin introduced me to Shang Yumin, Director of the
Dali Environmental Protection Bureau (EPB). The Dali EPB
was the local leader of the UNDPIUNEP project "Investment
Planning and Capacity Building for the Sustainable Development
of the Lake Erhai Basin." Luo Zengshou of the international cooperation office of the Dali EPB can be reached via e-mail:
erhai@public.ian.yn.cn
(Both contacts listed speak English, but students who
speak Chinese will have an easier time working with these organizations.)
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Ethical Considerations of Local Compensation
By Paul Gagnon

Candidate for Master of Forest Science
Introduction
Researchers working in developing tropical countties Site Description
During my research, I investigated traditional uses of
face difficult choices in deciding how best to compensate local
people for their assistance with fieldwork efforts. On the one medicinal plants among the Afi'o-Hispanic communities of the
hand, local people deserve compensation for their work and ex- Cayapas-Mataje National Mangrove Reserve on Ecuador's
peltise, and for the impositions and expenses outsiders cause the northwest coast. On the margin where the South American concommunity (Whyte 1955, Wax 1971,andFine 1988). Ontheoth- tinent slides under the Pacific Ocean, a maze of rivers, beaches,
er hand, compensating local helpers can cause serious problems, and tidal flats give rise to the world's tallest mangroves.] This area
such as jealousy, unrealistic expectations, dependency on outsid- is home to a vibrant culture descended from former slaves who
ers, and divisiveness within (and between) families and village intermarried with indigenous2 and Spanish peoples beginning early in the sixteenth centmy. My goal was
structures (Rabinow 1977, Appell
to gain further insights into the origins
1978, Srivastava 1992, and
and current state of this complex culAlexiades 1996). For this reason,
the types of compensation for local
ture, using ethuobotany as a tool.
people merit discussion and evaluI worked in six mangrove
ation. This article addresses this
towns, ranging in size fi'om two hlmdred
to several thousand residents. Many of
issue within the context of my Yale
Tropical Resources Institutethese towns are built entirely on stilts,
funded ethnobotanical research
high above tidal mudflats, supporting
(summer 1997), while drawing
houses hewn fi'om the red mangroves
(Rhizophora mangle and R. harisonii)
from my experience as a Peace
which dominate this ecosystem. Most of
Corps Volunteer in Togo, West
the men fish for a living, going far out to
Africa (1991-1993).
sea in dugout canoes using a plastic
Anthropologist V K.
sheet for a sail, while the women search
Srivastava (1992) divides local
the mangrove roots for crabs and coclde
fieldwork assistance into three
shells.
categories: 1) shelter and meals
for the outsider by families or
communities, 2) informants who Figure 1: Gloria and her grandson on her backporch with The Dilemma
some of the medicinal plants which she cultivates for healing
Much consideration was
provide widely-known knowlpurposes.
edge, including those who answer
given regarding how best to compengeneral surveys, or are interviewed
sate my informants. I inquired locally
as representatives of broad demographic groups (for example: to determine a typical day's pay for labor, and established a comyoung mothers, children, or fishermen), and 3) informants who pensation standard that was generous, yet not extravagant. I paid
provide "specialist" information not Imown by wider segments interviewees and guides who helped me locate plants which were
of society (for example: plant healers, midwives, sorcerers). To pressed and saved as voucher samples for future identification.
this list, I would add generalist laborers and fieldwork research But I was unsure what to do about plants collected fi'om privately
assistants.
owned gardens and farms. Although it seemed that the owners
Researchers concur that local people ought to be should be somehow compensated, the local people shared their
somehow compensated for their assistance to outsiders various herbs and medicinal plants freely among themselves.
(Alexiades 1996 and Boom 1990). Benefits can take many Paying for such plants was unusual, but not unwelcome. The
forms: direct cash payment, such as wages for work as field assis- risk was that doing so might erode the system of communal
tants and flat (or hourly) fees paid for interviews and surveys; sharing upon which this society relied.
During a three-week stay in the town ofPahua Real, I felt
direct non-cash payments, such as food for a host family, or gifts
for collaborators, their families or village; indirect non-cash pay- increasing pressure to pay for various sorts of informal assistance
ments, such as transportation assistance; or intangible forms, such beyond those previously mentioned, such as providing meals,
as technical slalls tt'aining or institutional contacts for local assis- drinks, and medical expenses for people unrelated to my work. My
tants. It is essential that these various forms of payment be used dilemma stemmed fi'om a conflict between my belief that local
with discretion, as conflicts and misunderstandings are othelwise people must benefit fi'om research, while my Peace Corps excreated for both the local people and subsequent researchers.
perience reminded me of how the "cadeau (gift) mentality"
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was pernicious to both local people and outsiders, and how quicldy
it could take root. Therefore, it was necessalY to exercise caution
in "sharing the wealth." Without such discretion, a dangerous
precedent could be set that might raise wlrealistic expectations
among the town's residents, while also contributing to the dehumanization of outsiders as sources of money. Simultaneously
there was a risk that, at the neglect of traditional practices, a
local dependency would develop on outside revenue sources.
Case Study
In Palma Real, I worked most closely with a fishermanfarmer named lenaro. He was very active politically, and had
many ideas on how the town could develop, including plans for
attracting towists. I paid lenaro and the other interviewees,
guides, and assistants a wage for their labor. While I made no
promises of cash to the owners of the plants I cut for my research,
I gave some money as compensation in proportion to the quantity
of the plants that I collected. Upon my departure, various villagers who had not contributed to the project requested money;
these requests were refused.
I later worked with an elderly plant healer, Gloria, in the
village of San Lorenzo. Still unsure of the best way to help my
informants, I consulted a friend in my collaborating nongovernmental organization (NGO), CIDESA, to discuss how best to
compensate Gloria for her work. My fi'iend discouraged me fi-om
paying cash, but recommended that I help via other means.
Through our work I met Gloria's daughter, a single
mother working on her college degree and struggling to collect
information for her senior thesis on local tomism possibilities.
Gloria's family was very poor, and her daughter needed contacts
armmd the area to collect the requisite information. It seemed
that the best way to compensate Gloria for her time and knowledge was to help her daughter make the appropriate contacts. I
accompanied Gloria's daughter and paid for her transport to
Palma Real to introduce her to several contacts I knew there, including lenaro.
This seemed a win-win situation for Gloria, her daughter, and myself. Because Gloria's daughter was a local, and even
a distant relative of lenaro, I had assUl11ed that the infOlmation
would be fi'eely provided, according to local custom. Thus I was
disappointed when lenaro offered to sell her the information on
his town's histOlY for a large sum of money. It seemed that
lenaro had done so based on the precedents set by previous researchers and myself. Fortunately she was able to collect the
necessary information from other contacts in the village,
without being charged.
Dwing this visit, I received numerous pleas for handouts fi'om people in Palma Real, including several who had been
informants during my previous work. If! had acquiesced, it could
have led to greater difficulties for researchers working in the area,
including my collaborating local NGo. Such difficulties could
eventually doom lenaro's own dream of tourism.
Conclusion
My research experience highlighted several problems
related to the impacts of outsiders on local communities, and the
responsibilities researchers must accept in order to minimize the
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potentially detrimental effects their presence might have. It is
only right that local people benefit from research done in their
milieu. However, the researcher must carefully consider the various forms of compensation and their consequences on local
people. Research projects requiring local labor may need to
offer a set wage to ensure that the workers benefit sufficiently
and that the study tUns smoothly. Although in some cases,
paying cash for Imowledge or time is an easy way out, such
cash payments can often have harmful effects and other forms
of compensation may be more appropriate. Non-cash compensation is occasionally less expensive, but often requires more of
the researcher's time, a commodity fi'equently in shorter supply
than money. Non-cash compensation entails greater personal
involvement for the researcher, but has the potential for greater
long-term benefits to the individuals and communities
involved.
The issue of how local people should best benefit fi'om
research projects is extremely complex. I encourage scientists to
give it serious consideration prior to beginning their fieldwork.
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Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies in Africa
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By Heather E. Eves
Candidate for Doctor of Forestry and Environmental Studies
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Students and faculty from the Yale School of Forestry will continue. Steve has been a wonderful resomce and recently
and Environmental Studies (FES) formed the African Natural Re- helpedANRG arrange its first guest speaker. Allen Bechky, cursources Group (ANRG) in September 1996, with Professor Gor- rently on a book tour in the eastern US, spoke at Yale in March
don Geballe as its acting faculty advisor. Its aims are to facilitate, concerning his work as an adventure travel writer on southern
coordinate, and promote future research and study programs in and eastern Africa.
Afi'ica. DUling the 1997-1998 academic year, ANRG has continued to actively pursue its goal of incorporating African environ- FES Student Research in Africa
mental issues into the FES program, and to offer professional
The opportunity to gain professional experience during
training and research opportunities for students. ANRG aims to the summer is invaluable in helping many FES students find emestablish a permanent source of funds to enable students to con- ployment after graduation. However, research costs are extremely
duct summer research projects in Africa,
high and difficult to secure, and logistics difand to develop a resource center with a Photo credit: Richard Ruggiero
ficult to arrange. Nevertheless, several stucomprehensive database of natmal resource
dents will be conducting research in Africa
conservation issues and Afhcan environthis summer:
mental organizations. Additional objec· Tori DeI'r, FES doctoral candidate, has been
tives include a speaker program featuring
contracted to write a 70+ page illustrated refPh.D. and Master's presentations, as well as
erence guide for 6th graders about the history,
outside experts and a professional traingeography, govei'nment, people, and art of
ing workshop series.
Kenya. The book will be part of a series
called Countries of the World published by
Sangha River Conference]
Time Books International.
The academic yeal' begall with an
· Heather E. Eves, FES doctoral candidate,
international conference at Yale which
will be going to Zimbabwe to conduct a rebrought together representatives j}-om cenview of a duiker (Cep/zalophus spp.) antett'al Afi'ica (Cameroon, Centt'al Afhcan Relope research program. A Yale alumnus genpublic, and Congo [Brazzaville)), Europe,
erously provided funds for her visit and asand the US. Over 100 participants were
sociated research.
involved in discussions and presentations
· Drew DeB en)), FES master's student, will
concerning natural resource use relations
be studying the distribution and relative abUllin this ecologically important Congo Basin tt'opical forest region. dance of carnivores in logged and lilllogged areas of Uganda's
ANRG played a critical role in ensuring the conference's success. Kibale Forest. The project is associated with the Wildlife ConThis gathering of experts resulted in the formation of servation Society and other organizations. Funding has been rethe Sangha River Network, a professional and academic research quested from TRI to partially support this endeavor.
network dedicated to facilitating information exchange concern- · Elise Granek, FES master's student, will be in Comoros for
ing the region and providing teaching, reseal'ch, and communica- community-based conservation planning regarding fruit bats and
tion opportunities. Proceedings of the conference will be pub- mangrove forests. In-countty collaborators are The Regional
lished as a volume (in both French and English) in the spring 1998 Federation of Enviromnental Associations and Action Comoros.
FES Bulletin Series. 2
Flillding has been requested from TRI, Bat Conservation International, and the Coca-Cola FOlilldation.
· Laly Lichter!/etd, FES master's student, will be in Tanzania with
AfNcall Wildlife Update3
Afi'ican Wildlife Foundation's internship program where she
the
The Afi'ican Wildlife News Service established its new
will
assist in the development of paliicipatory monitoring techoffice in New Haven, CT (fall 1997), providing a tremendous
niques
among communities involved with conservation and manresource base and professional opportunity for FES students to
agement.
Her work will be partially supported by AWF, with
contribute aliicles on Aflican wildlife issues. This has been a
additional
funding requested from TRI.
tmique and positive opportunity for FES students. This past spring,
·
Mila
Plavsic,
FES master's student, will visit Madagascar to
second year FES student Mila Plavsic began working as an assisof her TRI-funded 1997 research to the Conpresent
the
results
tant to Steve Mishkin, President of African Wildlife News Serservation
and
Development
Symposium of the International Privice and Editor of the Ajiican Wildl(fe Update. Many FES stumatological
Society.
In
addition,
she may continue the research
dents continue to communicate withAjNcan Wildlife Update reshe
began
last
year.
garding information they have from the field, a tt'end we hope
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FES Alums in Africa
David Moffat (FES '94), Senior Advisor for the Eastern
African Coastal Area Management Secretariat (SEACAM), contacted ANRG from Mozambique regarding student internship
possibilities. Research areas included capacity building, database
management, aquaculture, tourism, and sustainable financing.
Chris Page (FES '97) is in Naro Moru, Kenya with the
National Outdoor Leadership School (NOLS) program; Gus Le
Briton is back working with SAFIRE in Zimbabwe; and Karen
Westley is working with CARE in Togo.
ANRG Professional Workshop Series
ANRG members have worked diligently to locate funding
for the proposed Professional Workshop Series. Numerous consultants had agreed to participate this spring, and a tentative
workshop agenda had been created to address: conflict resolution,
project evaluation, fund-raising, development projects and the

private sector, proposal writing, and the Rapid Rural Appraisal
approach. However, despite months of effort, ANRG was unable
to secure the necessmy ftmding to support this series.
This past February, ANRG contacted the consultants
who had agreed to pmiicipate to see if they were still interested in
conducting a workshop at FES. Positive responses were received,
andANRG is renewing its efforts to provide this potentially unique
and impOliant opportunity for students to hone their professional
skills. We look fOlward to working with FES andANRG's faculty
advisor to launch this worthwhile project.

1 Full conference title: Natural Resource Use Relations in the Trinational Sangha River
Region, Northwestern Congo River Basin Conference. September 26-28, 1997.
2 Additional results, summaries, and contact information fr0111 the conference can be
found at: www.concentric.netl-evesc!anlsangha
3210 Prospect St., New Haven, CT 06511. Phone: (203) 776 - 9215.
E-mail: awnews@aol.com. Website: www.africanwildlife.org

Organic Agriculture and Pesticide Reduction
Conferences in Cuba
By Carlos A. Gonzalez
Doctoral Student in Forestry and Environmental Studies
In May 1997 two conferences were held in Santa Clara,
Cuba which addressed organic agriculture and pesticide use reduction. Thanks to funding from the Yale School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies and the Pesticide Action Network (PAN),
I was able to attend both conferences.
The Third National Organic Agriculture Conference was
sponsored by the Cuban Organic Agriculture Association
(Asociacion Cubana de Agricultura Org{mica - ACAO). Panel
discussions featured subjects such as: adverse effects of pesticides, sustainable agriculture, urban agriculture in Cuba, the global agricultural crisis and agro-ecological alternatives, organic
products in the European market, and the transformation of Cuban agriculture in the 1990s. Representatives ft'om around the
world presented research, including members of Food First, Sustainable Agriculture Networking and Extension, World Resources Institute, and Genetic Resources Action International.
The other conference, "The Fourth Pesticide Action
Network International Meeting: Feeding People Without Poisons"
had a similar format to ACAO's, with panel discussions and workshops interspersed with reports fium PAN's regional offices. In
addition to those organizations mentioned from the ACAO meeting, other renowned attendees and participants were fi'om The
Pesticides Trust, Research Foundation for Science and Natural
Resource Policy, World Wildlife Fund International, and International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. Panel discussions addressed issues such as global food security, economic
globalization, organic agriculture, agricultural sustainability,
women in agriculture, and also assessed the success of PAN's
activities. Workshops focused on three main areas: Problems ,vith
Pesticides: obsolete pesticides, methyl bromide, biodiversity and
genetic resources, agrochemical industry strategies, and health
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issues; Politics: biotechnology, international pesticide conventions, information sharing, women and pesticides, and food security; and Alternatives: Integrated Pest Management and organic
conversion, pesticide use reduction programs, food safety, and
traditional knowledge and sustainability.
Of particular interest were discussions about food safety
and the new "global supermarket." Vandana Shiva of the Research FOlmdation for Science and Natural Resource Policy discussed the effects of free trade, which has flooded produce markets and food supplies with chemical residue-laden products. She
argued that while people worldwide are denied the right to know
what they are eating, some farmers are denied the right to grow the
products they want.
Plant patenting was another topic associated with many
problems. One particular problem concerns the contracts for
Monsanto Company's "Round-up Ready" seeds for crops, such
as soybeans, which require the farmers to purchase seeds for more
than one growing season, sometimes for up to five years.
Furthermore,the contracts prohibit the farmers both fi'om trading
seeds with fellow farmers and from saving any ofthe seeds. Failure to meet these stipulations is punishable by large fines. Effectively, such patented seed contracts can often remove the control
that farmers once had over their own crops.
For ACAO conference information, contact: Fernando
Funes, Asociacion Cubana de Agricultura Organica, Tulipan 1011
elLoma y 47, Apdo. Postal 6236, Codigo Postal 10600, Nuevo
Vedado, La Habana, Cuba. E-mail: ica@ceniai.cu For PAN conference information, contact: the Pesticide Action Network NOlih
America (PANNA), 116 New Montgomery, #810, San Francisco,
CA 94105. Phone: (415)541-9140; e-mail: pal111a@panna.org
Contact the author at: carlos.gonzalez@yale.edu
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Current and Potential TRI Research Sites

Current author sites:

Summer 1998 TRI internship sites:

1 - Ben Gardner, Tanzania
2 - Mila Plavsic, Madagascar
3 - David Bowes-Lyon, Ghana
4 - Robert D. Hauff, Peru
5 - Daniel Shepherd, Costa Rica
6 - Luisa Camara, Mexico
7 - Cesar Flores Negron, Peru
8 - Antonio del Monaco, Venezuela
9 - Anne Rademacher, Nepal
10 - Jessica Hamburger, China
11 - Paul Gagnon, EcJador

12 - Drue DeBerry, Uganda
13 - Kavita Gandhi, India
14 - Elise Granek, Comoros Islands
15 - Laly Lichtenfeld, Tanzania
16 - Andrew S. Mathews, Mexico
17 - Benjamin Piper, Belize
18 - Benjamin Ruttenberg, Galapagos Islands
19 - Bhavna Shamasunder, Brazil
20 - Xiaoping Wang, China
21 - Radhika Wijetunge, Sri Lanka
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